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Abstrat
The work of this thesis seeks to further the use of omputation in musial anal-
ysis. To a lesser extent it is hoped that it will provide some little evidene of a
new angle on reating analyti elements through inferene, and ast light onto
some areas where analysis may be used anew.
Parsers for musial information are small in number, none have been imple-
mented in funtional languages, nor using monadi ombination tehniques.
Few analyti systems are apable of, or even onsider it neessary to, represent
semanti ambiguity, and this is even more true of parsing systems. The work
herein presented provides a system of unique monadi parsers built on ombi-
nation that are apable of delivering several dierent types and depths of results.
Many omputational-analyti systems are based on theories of similarity. The
work presented here provides for analyti strutures to be reated through in-
ferene i.e. in the absene of known strutures. This is believed to be the rst
instane of this type of struture generation in the eld of musi.
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i
Notes
Inreasing volumes of information are available to researhers through the world-
wide-web, sometimes to the detriment of the more traditional method of dissem-
ination through printed material. Consequently a proportion of the referenes
in this thesis inlude URL's where that may material may be found. Arhival
of material only available over the Internet is not yet a rigorous proess and
some material will eventually beome lost. One possibility would be to inlude
a data-image of all the web-only material ited in this thesis, though this has
signiant opyright impliations, nor an there be a guarantee that any data-
image, suh as a CD-ROM, will still be retrievable in 10 or twenty years time.
Should the reader be unable to loate a web-only resoure ited in this thesis,
they are referred to the WayBak Mahine arhive of web resoures [2℄.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to advane the proesses of
musial analysis by exploiting and extending modern parsing tehniques . Ex-
isting omputer-based analyti systems have been tightly speied to partiular
genres, have required signiant user interation, or have been limited in the
rihness of the data with whih they an operate. The work presented in this
thesis seeks to avoid these shortomings.
The methods presented in this thesis will not be bound to historial or partisan
methodologies of sholarly musi analysis. At the same time, these methods will
address ertain well-known problems in using omputational systems for musi
analysis, suh as deteting hidden and overlapping features, for whih omplete
tehnial solutions do not yet exist.
Unique parsing methods will be presented and employed to produe analyses of
musial works. Prediation rules whih disard possible information at inter-
mediate stages will be avoided. Additionally, potential musial strutures, not
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disovered by the existing parser onguration, will be presented to the user as
an integral part of the systems results, eluidating those areas where the system
ould be improved.
As well as performing typial analytial tasks more eetively, the system will
allow new ideas and methodologies in musi analysis to be implemented om-
putationally. These should expand the urrent number and sope of uses for
omputer-based analyti systems, perhaps into new and unexploited elds.
1.1 Outline of the Thesis
As a guide to the reader, the outline ontent of eah of the subsequent hapters
is provided below:
Chapter 2 Investigates historial uses, methods and guiding priniples of anal-
ysis and traes the evolution of various shools of analyti thought.
Some short examples of representative analyses from the literature
are provided for ampliation.
Chapter 3 A disourse on how omputation has been applied to musiology
generally and to analysis speially. A disussion of the appropri-
ateness of applying more general omputational tehniques to musi
researh.
Chapter 4 An introdution to Funtional Programming and Parsing as well as
the use of Monadi Combinators. An examination of the ompliat-
ing fators in ombining Musi and Parsing theories is undertaken
inluding the present state of the art. Context in an analyti sense,
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parser implementations and suitability for musi researh are dis-
ussed.
Chapter 5 Presenting the initial data strutures and simple parsers for them.
Exhibiting the problem of overlapping elements and then presenting
the novel solution to overome this issue with respet to ombina-
tion.
Chapter 6 Interfaing with a sore editor to analyse examples from published
musial work. Large sale ombination, tokenisation, and the evolu-
tion of the data struture. A novel tehnique for inferential parsing
is also introdued here, initially as a solution to a partiular problem,
but proving to be of signiant use in its own right.
Chapter 7 Further evolution of the data struture and aompanying systems.
Modifying temporal organisation. Altering the top-level ombinator.
Chapter 8 Comparing system analyses, from various points during the software
development, to human analyses, and a disussion of the dierenes
and their signiane.
Chapter 9 Reetions on the work as it stands, suggestions as to where it ould
be taken in the future, other elds in whih the tehniques might
usefully be employed, and an estimation of the volume of work re-
quired to ahieve these.
Chapters 2-4 omprise the bulk of reviewed literature onsidered relevant to the
problems at hand. Chapters 5-7 desribe the development and implementation
of the software solution that grew out of the requirements from the literature.
Chapters 8&9 provide results, reetions and outline some potential diretions
in whih the work ould be taken in the future.
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1.2 Motivations for Musial Analysis
The desire to understand how and why musial sounds aet us is probably as
old as our oneption of musi itself. For the anients, musi was one quarter of
their quadrivium of philosophy [107, 35℄, and the pursuit of musial knowledge
has abated little in the subsequent enturies. From the beginning of the En-
lightenment, a onsiderable amount of sienti thought has been applied to the
examination of the mehanial properties of sound, and this has ontinued into
the Modern Era [50℄. The understanding of the physial interation of aousti
soures and environments has now beome quite well understood [19℄. Simi-
larly, the pereption of simple tones is quite well doumented as a psyhologial
proess [45℄.
Sound is not always musi though. Moreover what is heard to be musi by
one listener may be pereived as sound, or even noise by a subsequent listener.
The work presented here addresses the least ontentious end of this spetrum;
organised (sored) sounds (notes), with relatively well dened aousti proper-
ties, and yet we shall see that the variety of musialities that an be enompassed
is still wide.
1.3 Dening Musi Analysis
Bent, writing as author [20℄ and ontributor [97℄, desribes analysis as
. . . that part of the study of musi that takes as its starting-point
the musi itself, rather than external fators. More formally, anal-
ysis may be said to inlude the interpretation of strutures in mu-
si, together with their resolution into relatively simpler onstituent
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elements, and the investigation of the relevant funtions of those
elements.
The external fators to whih Bent refers, might inlude aspets of musiology,
the soial and historial ompositional environment, a omposer's ommentary,
or the aousti performane environment. Common to all these fators is that
they annot be observed simply by looking at the sore. That these externali-
ties are not present on the page is the prime motivator for most analysis taking
the sore as the root data resoure from whih to draw its outomes. It should
also be understood that interpretation in this instane is not a translation into
some other non-musial language, rather it may be read as a proess of identify-
ing the elements of the language through whih a musial extrat ommuniates.
There are also more abstrat understandings of analysis. Theodore Adorno
[9℄ oers an alternative view;
. . . it is exatly in this diretion that the way - the idea of analy-
sis - really does lie: that is to say, omposition understood as 'oher-
ene', as a dynami set of interrelationships. And it is within this
set of interrelationships - if anywhere at all - that the meaning of
the omposition resides.
Adorno wishes to disover what aspets of the zusammenhang
1.1
ause a piee
to hang together; what dierentiates musi from inoherent sounds. His view is
more aestheti than Bent's, but it is an aesthetiism supported by observable
fat.
Analysis then is the study of musi and how it works, whether this be at
1.1
Ger. ohereny or onnetedness
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a low, purely mehanial level, or at a higher level, where the mehanial bloks
interat into a whole so internally omplex that the listener eases to observe
the underpinnings, and begins to appreiate instead the overall impression of
the piee.
1.4 Utilising Musi Analysis
Musi analysis has appliations both in purely aademi musi researh, and as a
method of generating (or better, highlighting) data about a piee of musi whih
is then used in some other system. The potential for making use of analysis
in these areas is briey disussed in Setions 1.4.1 to 1.4.3 on the following
pages. Additionally presented, in Setion 1.6 on page 12, are further areas
where analysis might be fruitfully employed. Some of these opportunities are
addressed in this thesis, and all have informed some part of the system design
in various ways. In this way the utility of the system may be extended beyond
its urrent sope without signiant re-engineering.
1.4.1 Attribution
For histori works, determining the soure of a partiular piee of musi, by ref-
erene to an existing orpus, has allowed works to be more aurately attributed
to their original omposers. For example, a number of works whih had been
assumed to have be written by Josquin
1.2
, partly as a result of his prominene as
a great Renaissane Composer, have more reently been re-attributed to lesser
known omposers (see Josquin des Prez: WORKS - doubtful and mis-attributed
works in [97℄). This onfusion an easily arise when unsrupulous publishers,
wishing to sell more manusripts, would disover lost works of better known
1.2
b nr Saint Quentin, 1450-55; d Condé-sur-l'Esaut, 27 Aug 1521
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omposers by re-attributing the ompositions of lesser lights.
Analysis an be useful in hronologially positioning a partiular work within a
atalogue, if partiular musial artefats an be shown only to exist in a par-
tiular phase of the omposer's work. One example is a work by Visonti
1.3
,
indiating that by its ontent that he may have lived longer (by some 10 years)
than had previously been believed. This was inferred from the stylisti elements
haraterised by the galant manner, phrasing with triplets and a
partiularly frequent use of appoggiaturas [108℄
that were revealed by analysis.
Many omposers are professionals, and so there may be personal (nanial)
benet in reyling themati or strutural material. It has been shown through
analysis that some piees are in fat drafts for later works, if a omposer was
dissatised with their less mature produtions for example. Equally, an es-
peially pleasing melody or strutural feature may be employed in more than
one published omposition. Beethoven reused a theme from his Cantata on the
death of the Emperor Joseph II (woo87) in the nal at of the opera Fidelio
oder Die ehelihe Liebe (op72), also known as Leonora. These two works were
written some 14 years apart, though ontemporary listeners might have been
hard pressed to identify the original material. The planned premiere of the
Cantata had to be anelled beause the wind parts were found to be too tax-
ing, and it was not performed during Beethoven's lifetime. Further examples of
themati reuse from Beethoven's work an be found in [104℄.
1.3
b Cremona, 10 Jan 1683; d in or after 1713
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For musi omposed more reently, there may still be outstanding opyrights,
partiularly in regions with strong musi publishing legislation. The potential
sums of money involved have brought some onsiderable weight behind a num-
ber of legal ases. The ase of Repp vs. Webber, [39℄ in the USA, and others
doumented by the Columbia Law Shool Arthur W. Diamond Law Library
Musial Plagiarism Projet, show that often a onsiderable amount of musial
analysis an be brought to bear in ations pertaining to millions of dollars in
damages. Analysts will be invited to tender their expert opinions, using their
skills to highlight either similarities or individualities in a manner amenable to
the layman.
1.4.2 Segmentation
Many urrent areas of omputer musi, inluding some ompositional teh-
niques, arhival/retrieval, and interative learning, orbit around a ommon
problem, namely the identiation of musial strutures. Considerable strides
have been made in identifying notes from both aousti soures [25℄ and writ-
ten soures [23℄, essentially reduing the aousti information to some form of
meta-sore. These are appliations in musi transription, and the strutural
information they present must be expliit in the way it is delivered to the system
(e.g. played by dierent instruments, or at dierent times); extrapolation is not
a feature.
Tehniques for identifying how notes might be organised, either pereptually
by a listener or oneptually by a omposer, are not yet well established and no
best pratie solution is aepted. The lak of standardisation is a good india-
tor that no urrent solution is suiently omplete to be universally adopted.
Extant systems frequently require either signiant human pre-proessing and
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knowledge, or abstration to a level where the human appreiation of musi is
almost totally ignored.
Gestalt theories of musi, suh as that of Lerdahl and Jakendo [74℄, have
produed rules for grouping notes based on the relationship between adjaent
elements. Other models, suh as that of Bod [24℄, are statistial and use training
sets of pre-segmented musial works to form systems that will produe similar
outomes. The major shortoming of this approah is that the orpora or works
used as training sets are generally pre-seleted on some ommon attribute suh
as style, omposer or period. The variation of works in the training sets is or-
respondingly diminished whih makes appliation to new orpora of limited, if
any, use.
1.4.3 Arhival and Retrieval
Musi is a valuable data resoure; many historial artefats are now irreplaeable
and many olletions of written and reorded musi exist throughout the world.
Sine reorded material an more eiently be searhed through pseudo-sore
meta-data than through the omplex waveforms of the original sound reord-
ing, repositories should be aiming towards this as their primary query method
(we would not expet, for example that a journal searh would use fasimiles
of the journal pages). Reports suh as that of Bainbridge et al. [16℄, a panel
of experts on various Digital Musi Library implementations, indiate both the
requirements for and the eagerness to nd workable solutions. Some large ol-
letions, suh as those of Indiana University [8℄, IRCAM [3℄, and John Hopkins
University [4℄, have produed web-based interfaes to their arhives. While the
faility to present all this information to the world is laudable it seems to be
more foused on delivering media eletronially rather than using any musial
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information as part of the retrieval proess.
Query By Humming [22℄ systems are one popular avenue of researh in arhival/retrieval,
though its error onditions (the degree of disloation between the queries and
the result hits) are usually stohasti rather than based on spei musial
rules. It is probable that this area will see the rst ommerial appliations for
retrieval software, though ultimately humming may not be seen as a suitable
interfae for serious musial researh, and so it may be that new solutions will
emerge from outside the researh ommunity. Commerial systems apable of
identifying popular musi from low quality (phone-all) soures are already vi-
able (suh as Shazam [7℄), though the internal workings of these systems are
ondential.
1.5 Computation in Musi Researh
The number of analyses that an analyst might be asked to produe may be quite
high. Furthermore, whether used as a stand-alone proess, or as a stage in a
larger task, pen and paper analysis is a time onsuming operation. Cook [36℄
posits that
Analyzing a Beethoven symphony means living with it for a day
or two
and this from an individual who is a professional in the eld. Assuming that all
stages (aquisition, analysis,representation) an be aelerated, it is reasonable
to hope that this time ould be redued by a signiant fator, reduing analysis
times to hours or minutes. An ultimate goal would be to reah a stage where
an analysis an be produed in less time than it takes to perform the piee i.e.
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better than real time, whih even an expert listener ould not hope to ahieve.
Having to manually perform even a single stage of the proess ould inrease
the time taken by a signiant fator.
Considering that; the number of available digital representations of musi in-
reases ontinually, that for some omposers omposition may ompletely bypass
pen & paper, and that systems to aquire musial data from both aousti and
visual soures are highly developed, suh a onversion should beome inreas-
ingly less neessary. Even in a ase where the sore must be entered to a system
manually, it will be a one time operation, after whih multiple analyti and
analysis-reliant appliations an be performed.
Computational power an provide an improvement in the amount of time taken
to perform even a basi level of analysis. The use of logial routines will also
remove human error and subjetivity from any analysis performed. Inreases
in omputational power, with Tera-Flops of proessing power available to the
domesti user, an only make omputation a more eetive atalyst in any an-
alyti proedure. Initial reviews of the literature also indiated a number of
unprodutive approahes; simple pattern mathing routines, inomplete pith
representation, systems that require a very high level of omputer or musi the-
ory faility. The researh presented in this thesis began not exatly with a lean
slate, but ertainly without prejudie about what should be the right way for-
ward. The system should be extensible beyond what was originally envisaged,
thus are was exerised throughout so as not to rule out any future avenues for
expansion.
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1.6 Further Avenues of Researh
There are a number of undeveloped areas in the appliation of analysis. Some
of these are only partially exploited, and others may be entirely novel. Below
are two examples of arenas where analytial tools may be used as seondary
aides to an alternate primary purpose.
1.6.1 Performane Variables
While there is some literature on analysis as a means for informing performane,
suh as that of Berry [21℄, it often tends toward broad generality in its prini-
ples, and tight speiity in its appliation. The inlusion of a small number of
analyses showing what the performer should be making lear is not baked up
with any suggestion as to how this might be done.
It is made lear however that reating performanes whih reinfore the mu-
siality of a omposition requires an exeution struture that reinfores the
strutures of the work at hand. Exeution strutures are naturally instrument
spei, but should enompass most variables open to the performer, suh as
artiulation, ngering and other aspets of tehnique.
Unfortunately, available ngering systems, of whih Sayegh [98℄ is typial, view
ngering as a problem of simple minimisation, and are ertainly devoid of style
spei performane elements. A performer might also onsider aspets suh
as the ease of exeution, with respet to their expertise or faility with the in-
strument, as having an impat on the performane as an audiene will pereive
it. Automated performane systems should also benet from musially relevant
artiulation patterns, to soften the harsh edges often produed by exatly quan-
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tised performanes, and there is some published work in this eld suh as that
of Clynes [34℄, based prinipally on stohastis.
Parnutt has produed more reent work [87, 33℄, omparing a model devel-
oped from pratial ergonomis and instrutional texts with atual ngerings of
performane pianists. From the evidene of these papers it does not seem that
this has suessfully been extended to a omplete work of musi, and there is
no detail of a omputational implementation.
1.6.2 Style Cheking
Compositional systems based on geneti algorithms [82℄, neural networks [53℄
or other artiial intelligene tehniques require some tness funtion to selet
whih branh to evolve to the next generation. Where some omposers, suh as
Xenakis, have used partially algorithmi or stohasti tehniques and hosen the
most pleasing outome, fully automati systems require a methodology for rank-
ing various outomes, if the musial output is not to seem too overtly engineered.
Computerised omposition based on rule sets to produe musi of a presribed
style have existed for nearly half a entury sine the early IBM omputers be-
ame available to the aademi ommunity [54℄, but suh systems are felt by
some musi professionals to produe less than perfet results. It may be the ase
that the results are in fat too perfet beause no rules are strethed or broken.
The listener's yle of expetation and resolution is never hallenged, resulting
in a lak of musial engagement. If a system begins with the set of all possible
piees, whih are ltered down with some set of analyti rules, the outome will
most likely dier from that produed by a purely generative approah.
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1.7 Parsing and Funtional Programming
It was onsidered at the outset that parsing ould be a suitable method for
representing the neessary levels of ambiguity that would be inherent from mu-
si. Parsing theory is in a onstant state of advanement, and though some
attempts have been made to apply then-urrent parser tehniques to aspets of
musi researh, they have largely fallen by the wayside as possible avenues of
researh.
Funtional languages (Setion 4.1 on page 47) have an easy to follow syntati
struture, and are more intuitive to the novie omputer user than imperative
languages. This should prove to be important, as in order to beome a useful
tool to the ommunity, any software should be aessible, both in terms of use
and extension, to as many users and researhers as possible. Haskell is one of
the better doumented funtional languages, and has an ative user-base
1.4
.
1.8 Diretion of Analysis
The reader may reall that Bent [20℄ was desribing a top down proess, whih
might take as a rst step (top-most level) a superial desription of the piee as
a whole, for example, being in the form of a sonata, symphony or onerto. The
next step would be to identify elements suh as the exposition or development,
the next to identify themati information and so on. It should be possible by
ontrast to onsider that the problem an be approahed from the bottom up,
from the level of the simpler onstituent elements. These would then ombine
and interat to provide the higher levels of struture. Looking up may reveal
1.4
The haskell-main and haskell-afe mailing lists provided through www.haskell.org provide
a valuable resoure of ode examples, both in terms of utility and instrution
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multiple strutures formed from the onstituent miro-elements, and the fun-
tion of the elements may be dierent in eah of those maro-strutures.
What advantages ould be gained by navigating upwards through the stru-
ture? It is preisely the multitudinous opportunities that will surely beome
apparent as a result of not being bound as a rst step to identifying a piee as
being one thing or another, judging a book, as it were, by its over.
The `musial` is any sonorous fat onstruted, organised or
thought by a ulture[86℄
Listeners or analysts, may not yet be aware of the form in whih a newly dis-
overed work is shaped. On the ontrary, it may be easier to sketh out new
forms based on upward looking analysis.
1.9 Terminology in Musi and Siene
It is the pereption of the author that truly integrated researh in musi using
omputers does not yet exist; real expertise is usually only expressed in one
eld or the other (Computing OR Musi). Subsequent to this, there is per-
haps a misnomer at the entre of the appliation of the sienes to theories of
musi, and it hinges upon the use of the word theory. In siene, a theory
is a proposition, grounded upon knowledge, and whih may be held to be true
until proven to be false. Musi theory is quite dierent, with every rule having
irumstanes in whih it never holds true; theory is the olletion of rules and
there is no requirement for o-dependene.
It is ertainly possible to approah musi in a rigorous rule-based way, but
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rather than wrap musi theory into strit boolean onditions, why should re-
searh not be aiming to adapt omputation to better handle the ambiguous
properties of musi. Little onsideration has been given in the literature as to
whether "rules" of existing analyti systems are, or were ever intended to be,
general ases, or whether they either hold for some forgotten onstraint, or are
spei implementations of more general theories. Shoenberg distinguished his
own theories from sienti theory by saying
whenever I theorise, it is less important whether these theories
be right than whether they be useful as omparisons to larify the
objet and to the study perspetive[99℄
What seems ertain is that the majority of human deisions in musi analysis
are subjetive, and based on ontext.
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Chapter 2
Theories of Musi Analysis
This hapter gives an overview of the historial development of pre-omputational
analysis of musi. This should provide the reader both with a broad outline of
the development of musial analysis, but also draw out the salient developments
in terms of the systems desribed later in the thesis.
Part of the intrigue of musi is that dierent listeners extrat dierent informa-
tion from the same musial work. Equally, a single listener may hear dierent
faets of a single piee at eah listening. Whih, if any, of these listening expe-
rienes is the orret one? Should the orret experiene neessarily oinide
with the intentions of the omposer? Analysis may help to answer these ques-
tions, but only if there an be some ertainty that any methods used are apable
of at least onsidering a maximal number of these hearings. From this maximal
number, how far should an analysis seek to ondense or summarise it's ndings?
A struture has both a form and a funtion, and the eluidation of struture
is dependent on their symbioti relationship. A funtion of a struture at any
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given hierarhial level is a produt of its form with respet to other strutures
at the level. Conversely, a strutures form is only valid provided it performs
a spei funtion at some ontextual level; form without funtion is not valid
form. Theorists have foused on dierent sets of funtionality whih then infer
dierent forms within a piee of musi.
2.1 The Evolution of Analyti Theories
The preise funtion whih analysts expet a form to full is dependent on
the philosophy that motivates their researh. An analysis fousing on our per-
eption of musi (or at least how siene urrently pereives our pereption, if
that is not too muh of a tautology) must show what pereptual properties are
exploited within the omposition. In ontrast, an analysis looking at omposi-
tional proess might seek to show the evolution of the inspirational spark or to
disriminate the essential musial ontent from the inessential, thus highlighting
the ompositional form.
To some extent, theories and proesses of analysis are reated to explain, or
even justify, new ompositional styles. Partiularly when the aesthetis of the
new style are at odds with those of the style it supersedes, eluidation of proess
often helps qualify (intelletualise) the artisti merit of that new form. Even
as new nomenlature forms have been reated to instrut the performers, new
ways must be found either to relate these to the existing analyti methods or to
reate entirely new methodologies of analysis. Over time therefore, various sys-
tems of analysis have evolved, even as musi itself has evolved, and with them,
ideas about what musi means to us as listeners, and how we reate musi both
oneptually and physially.
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2.2 Time-Line of Analysis
Cook [36℄ suggests that there a two distint historial phases of musial study,
and that
. . . until some two hundred years ago suh speulations bore little
anity to what we nowadays mean by the term 'musial analysis'.
Bent [20℄ plaes the establishment of analysis almost 100 years later in the late
19th Century but eetively desribes three periods (of whih only the third
enompasses analysis as he sees it);
• C11 - 1750
• 1750 - Late C19
• Late C19 - present
Many historially useful tehniques are deemed inessential today, having been
superseded and often deried by subsequent methods and their progenitors.
Their impat on later treatises is essential in as muh as it informed their on-
strution, that is to say that none of these subsequent methodologies have been
developed in isolation.
2.3 C11 to 1750
In its infany, analysis was onerned with extrating musial generalities, om-
mon to musi as a whole, rather than those features that made a spei work
unique. It was only during the early C17 that real onsideration was given to
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the shool-book triumvirate of Melody, Harmony and Rhythm. During the pre-
eding 6 Centuries then, analysis was mostly a ataloguing proess, desribing
broad generalities suh as the mode in whih it was written, or the part of the
religious servie it was intended to aompany.
This sort of simple analysis would not merit a omputational approah, as most
omposers have learly delared this sort of information (E minor Violin Con-
erto) in titling their work. It is useful information to have as meta-data within
a sore le, and an in most ases be assumed to be aurate without further
investigation when aquired from a printed sore. Then, prinipally during the
C16, but earlier in some isolated irumstanes, the (re)disovery of Classial
(Greo-Roman) onepts of rhetori pushed theorists towards establishing for-
mal organisation within works [75℄.The rst analyses, as we might term them, to
be laid out are said to be those by Joahim Burmeister
2.1
in his Musia Poetia
[27℄. This work also inludes one of the earliest written desription of analysis
The piee is to be divided into its aetions or periods, so that
the artfulness with whih eah period takes shape an be studied [and
adopted for imitation℄. There are ve areas of an analysis: 1) in-
vestigation of mode; 2) investigation of the melodi genus; 3) inves-
tigation of the type of polyphony; 4) onsideration of the quality; 5)
setioning of the piee into aetions or periods.[27℄
Burmeister refers to this setion of his work as De Analysi sive Dispositione,
whih ould be translated as Of Analysis and hene Of Arrangement ; he seeks
to elaborate the arrangement of elements through his analysis. A number of
analyses are inluded in the text, though all are verbal desriptions aompa-
nying the sore. It is not lear whether the absene of annotated analyses was
2.1
b Lüneburg, 1564; d Rostok, 5 Marh 1629
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a funtion of wishing to spur his readers to transribe the musi themselves
(Riviera & Ruhnke [97℄), or of the tehnial diulty and ost of inluding suh
features in printed material. In the extrat ontained in Figure 2.1, Burmeister
pereives the presene of both fugis realis
2.2
(suh as between parts 1 and 3)
and hypallage
2.3
(suh as between parts 1 and 2).
Figure 2.1: Lasso In me transierunt [27℄
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2.2
voie by voie imitation using idential or similar intervals.
2.3
voie by voie imitation using inverted or omplementary intervals e.g. major 3rd/minor
6, perfet 5th/perfet 4th
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The rhetorial musial gures (26 all told) his analyses reveal are very muh
a funtion of a partiular ompositional style, prevalent at the time of writ-
ing, whih was moving towards the in-temporal harmoni strutures reated in
polyphoni writing. Regardless of the merit of these analyses, it is lear that
understanding and onveying the analysis is greatly hindered by the medium
of delivery (textual desription). This media an also introdue its own layer
of ambiguity as the reader is fored to reonile the two representations of the
work: sore and analysis.
In onsidering analysis of ompositions from this period, it should be remem-
bered that a large part of the musial interest in a piee was, at this time, added
at the point of performane. Treatises on the realisation of Figured Bass and
the art of Embellishment may well be onsidered inuential on analysis meth-
ods in as muh as later works will expliitly state the desired realisations and
embellishments.
Figured Bass
2.4
is a short hand notation used to indiate the struture of
hords to be exeuted over a notated bass line. As a widely understood har-
moni shorthand, it would be a logial tool for annotating analyses at this time,
and has a low overhead for typesetting. A work ould be redued to bass and
gures by a teaher so that a pupil might rework the piee. Comparing the
study to the original would highlight how a maestro had dealt with a partiu-
larly taxing problem. By the same token, having a pupil redue a master work
ould eluidate what strutures, in terms of gured bass progressions, were to
be found in masterful ompositions. Furthermore, a publisher ould redue the
size and number of paper parts required to outt an an ensemble, using this
(harmonially) lossless enoding. Examples of simple notation an be seen in
2.4
(bezierter bass [Ger.℄, basse hirée [Fr.℄, basso numerato [It.℄)
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Figure 2.2, though the braketed digits would normally be omitted as they are
implied by the unbraketed digits.
Figure 2.2: Figured Bass Examples
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While this sort of sore enoding might have been beneial to omputational
musi analysis in previous deades, present day data densities should enourage
a maximal enoding of the sore. To give some metri to this; a Denemo rep-
resentation of a Bah ello suite would be under 100kB, and a pdf image need
not be muh larger, ompared to a CD quality audio le of the same work at
around 200MB (performane times by dierent ellists vary by several minutes).
Embellishment is, as one might expet, the art of extending a simple stru-
ture by the addition of superial miro-strutures at the point of performane.
Brown [26℄ desribes two forms of embellishment whih existed during the six-
teenth entury: Graes and Passagi
2.5
. Four of the graes he desribes (tremolo,
groppo
2.6
, lamatione
2.7
and aento) are taken from Diruta's disursive manual
on organ tehnique [47℄. Diruta desribes his passagi as minuta
2.8
, and they ex-
pand ommon melodi intervals using melodi formulae. Another ontemporary
writer, Ganassi, provided an exhaustive 175 separate ornamentations of a single
adene [46℄. Figure 2.3 on the following page shows two examples of tremoli
2.5
[It℄ passage
2.6
[It℄ A adential upper-note trill, often with a turn at the end
2.7
[It℄ A Portamento up to the rst note of a passage from a 3rd or 4th below
2.8
It: rough translation
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from Diruta.
Figure 2.3: Tremoli Example [47℄
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Later analysts (2.5.3) would reverse this proess, onsidering these embellish-
ments to be inessential.The advantage of a notation for embellishment (whih
lives in gures suh as the turn and mordent), is that they allow both the elab-
orate and simple forms of a piee to exist on a single sore. These glyphs do
not individually represent ambiguity per se, but the short-hand they represent
is ertainly a model for notating multiple performane instanes.
Jean-Philippe Rameau
2.9
was perhaps the most inuential of 18th Century mu-
si theorists, but less for his treatment of large sale struture than for his
investigation of musial physis. Most of the material that is relevant to the
present disourse in his Traite de L'Harmonie Reduite a ses Prinipes Naturels
[89℄ an be found in the seond volume, though interesting mathematial and
geometrial observations are to be found throughout all four volumes. As an
ouevre it may be onsidered to be analogous, at least in its attempts to re-
due musi to a dedutive siene, to Newtons Philosophiae Naturalis Prinipia
Mathematia and other dedutive works of the period. Rameau was to a great
extant retreading the work of the Pythagoreans in looking at musial relation-
ships in terms of the ratio of lengths of vibrating strings , reduing the diaspora
of gured bass into his theory of basse fondamentale (implied bass).
2.9
b Dijon, bap. 25 Sept 1683; d Paris, 12 Sept 1764
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2.4 1750 to Late C19
Joseph Riepel
2.10
produed works [91, 92, 93℄ of a didati nature, adopting
the master-pupil dialogue style used by the anient Greeks. His works fous on
ombinatorial appliation of musial fators to produe multiple arrangements
of initial material, but rely somewhat heavily on eah measure being a stru-
ture in itself, and these strutures being quite portable in terms of their ease of
re-use. This is only a useful segmentation where the rhythmi struture is both
simple and regular, whih is inreasingly an assumption that annot be justied
for subsequent ompositions.
Johann Philipp Kirnberger
2.11
was established as the most inuential mem-
ber of a group of Berlin-based theorists, inluding C. P. E. Bah. His published
works [68℄ were of a pratial, didati type, partly as a response to the ompar-
ative lak of instrutional material left by J. S. Bah, in ontrast to his musial
output. Whilst building on the speies-ounterpoint systems of Fux and hord
treatments of Rameau, he retained the bass as the primary motive in his om-
positional theories.
Heinrih Christopher Koh
2.12
built upon the theoretial works of Kirnberger
and Riepel, as well as the more general art writings of Johann Sulzer. Koh's
work [69℄ bridges the ompeting theories regarding the musial supremay of
harmony or melody. He delared the key or mode to be the ursto der musik
2.13
,
as well as examining musi on both a miro and maro-strutural sale. From
the English translation [17℄ of Versuh einer Anleitung zur Composition, Koh
desribes the proess of looking at the onstrution of melody thus
2.10
b Deutsh-Hörshlag, Upper Austria, 22 Jan 1709; d Regensburg, 23 Ot 1782
2.11
b Saalfeld, bap. 24 April 1721; d Berlin, 26 or 27 July 1783
2.12
b Rudolstadt, 10 Ot 1749; d Rudolstadt, 19 Marh 1816
2.13
Ger: original material for the musi
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we must separate its struture into individual setions; from the
manner of their onnetion and from their external harateristis,
we must try to abstrat the rules and maxims whih were the basis
for their original ombination
Breaking down the ompositional proess into three parts, Anlage - Ausführung
- Ausarbeitung, roughly translating as reation - onstrution - elaboration, was
a further step towards analysing musi from ineption forward, hinting at gen-
erative tehniques. Another of Koh's novel (and sine, muh opied) ideas was
an attempt to desribe musial struture in grammatial terms; phrase, lause
and sentene. Within this terminology, phrases were formed from omplete and
inomplete segments or einshnitt, and phrases ould either be termed open-
ing (absatz ) or losing (shluss-satz ). Versuh einer Anleitung zur Composition
also ontains a redutionist analysis of the seond aria from Tod Jesu by C H
Graun, whih an be seen in Figure 2.4 on the next page.
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Figure 2.4: Redution of Tod Jesu [69℄
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Antoine Reiha
2.14
worked in Paris and brought theories omparable to those
of Koh into Franophone musi irles. His work is haraterised by extensive
use of other omposers work in his examples. In fat he would remark that
It is with musi as with geometry: in the former it is neessary to
prove everything by musi examples, just as it is with the latter by
2.14
b Prague, 26 Feb 1770; d Paris, 28 May 1836
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geometri gures
Jerome-Joseph Momigny
2.15
based his strutural analyses on the priniple that
all musi must move from upbeat (levé) to downbeat (frappé), and never from
down to up [43℄. The smallest unit of musial struture was then the propo-
sition musiale, onsisting of onseutive up and down beats. Momigny also
introdued a onept of a 27 note tonal spae (7 diatoni tones plus 5 instanes
of the hromati alterations ♭, ♯, double-♭ and double-♯).
Carl Czerny
2.16
, in his Shool of Pratial Composition [40℄, was the rst to
produe a stand-alone treatise on instrumentation and form, without inluding
the previously obligatory exposition of form and ounterpoint. This shule, the
fourth and nal volume of his instrutional masterpiees to be assigned a entu-
rion Opus number (600), reworks some ideas from the earlier Fantasie-shulen.
Czerny espoused that
the omposition must. . . belong to a speies already in existene;
onsequently, in this respet, no originality is, in general, neessary
[20℄
whih would ontrast markedly with the idea of the artist as an original genius
in Romanti philosophy.
2.5 Late C19 to Present Day
The last 150 years of analyti and more general musi theory thinking have
produed a number of distint strands. Some are motivated by philosophy, suh
2.15
b Philippeville, Namur, 20 Jan 1762; d Charenton, 25 Aug 1842
2.16
b Vienna, 21 Feb 1791; d Vienna, 15 July 1857
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as Gestaltism or Semiotis, some are reated speially to aommodate radial
diretions in omposition, suh as that of the seond Viennese Shool.
2.5.1 Gestalt-based Theories
Gestalt
2.17
psyhology emerged from the philosophial works of Goethe, Kant,
& Mah. It is based on the premise that the human mind has deeply embedded
priniples of organisation, partiularly in terms of maro-level events, rather
than onstituent events. In terms of visual ognition for example, it is said
that objets that are spatially, geometrially or spetrally lose, are likely to be
grouped together. The popularity of Gestalt thinking in the losing years of the
19th Century would see its priniples being applied to many elds of human
pereption.
The rst psyhologist to apply Gestalt priniples to musi was Christian von
Ehrenfels
2.18
. In 1890 he observed that a melody does not lose its melodi iden-
tity under transposition, despite every note having hanged, though this is only
stritly true for musi performed in equal temperament. Another interesting
observation he made was the onept of gure-ground dierentiation, whereby
only a subset of the information available (the gure) is passed to the brain for
identiation, and the rest is left to lie (the ground). Interestingly, this termi-
nology is the reverse of the nomenlature used by Czerny, whereby the gure
was the inessential surfae detail, and the ground the underlying musial proess.
The work of Lerdahl and Jakendo [74℄ has beome a touhstone for gestalt-
based theories in the last twenty years. The rule-based approah lends itself
to systemati analyses suh as in Cambouropoulos [29℄, who ites experimental
2.17
Ge. meaning form, gure or shape
2.18
b Rodaun near Vienna,June 2 1856; d Lihtenau, September 8 1932
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support for the theories. The Mozart example in Figure 2.5 is produed as a
result of simple grouping preferene rules (GPR's) based on dierenes in pith,
duration, onset, dynami and artiulation.
Figure 2.5: Lerdahl and Jakendo GPR Analysis of Mozart [74℄
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In the work of Lerdahl and Jakendo, suh an outome is a non-singular inter-
mediary point and further rules are introdued to produe a nal analysis.
2.5.2 Semioti-based Theories
In the sense in whih analysts have used the term, semiology
2.19
was oined
onurrently by Saussure [44℄ and Peire[88℄, though both were retreading an
idea rst put forward by Loke[76℄, whih onerns the study of signs, or systems
of signs.
There are strong arguments that musi inhabits a semiologial
realm whih, on both onto-geneti and phylogeneti levels, has devel-
opmental priority over verbal language. [84℄
To analyse musi semiotially is to deompose a piee into signiant parts and
to investigate the interations and relationships of these parts. Beause the dis-
2.19
Semiotis an be said generally to fall into 3 areas:
• Semantis: How signs relate to the things they denote
• Syntatis: Within formalised strutures, how signs relate to eah other
• Pragmatis: The relationship between the sign itself and he impat of that sign on its
user.
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tribution of a partiular sign is of import, semioti analysis is sometimes referred
to as Distributional Analysis.
Nattiez [86℄ breaks his semioti analysis of musi into two parts; Paradigmati
and Syntagmati. Analysis begins at the neutral level where
. . . one does not deide a priori whether the results generated by
a spei analyti proeeding are relevant from the poieti or aes-
theti point of view.
Ruwet [95℄, rst published in 1966 [94℄, puts forward the ase for relationships
between musial signs being as a funtion of reurrene or repetition. Tarasti
[105℄, in his examination of Wagner's Siegfried, shows the intervalli struture
of the sword leitmotif (Figure 2.6), maintained in the passage in whih Siegfried
forges the sword (Figure 2.7 on the following page) and other loations through-
out the opera.
Figure 2.6: Sword Leitmotif [105℄
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Figure 2.7: Forging of the Sword [105℄
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2.5.3 Shenkerian Analysis
The works of Heinrih Shenker
2.20
have inspired a broad hurh of analysts to
follow, build, and fork away from in their own work. Shenker's basi tenet is
that the fundamental strutural form of musi is the triad, both in in-temporal
and arpeggiated forms. These are elaborated through a variety of tehniques to
form a piee of musi. Shenker's is essentially a redutionist theory, that the
musial whole an be redued to a genesis adene, and irumvents some of
the pitfalls he pereived in Roman numeral notation.
His work is both suiently modern and widely distributed enough to have
beome partially synonymous with the proess of analysis. It also spawned a
2.20
b Wisniowzyki, Galiia, 19 June 1868; d Vienna, 13 Jun 1935
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neo-Shenkerian shool, expanding the sope of the tehnique by applying it to
works from periods whih Shenker himself deemed either unsuitable or without
merit.
Shenker's lowest level elaborative strutures are onerned with the relation-
ship between notes. Strutures, or rather, diminishing proesses, inlude the
neighbour and passing notes, the onsonant skip and arpeggiation. The rst
two are fully desribed here as they are employed in later hapters of the thesis,
while a short desription of the remainder is also provided. For a more omplete
examination of Shenkerian analysis may be found in Forte [48℄.
A basi neighbour note motif (Figure 2.8) starts on a pith, moves away no
more than one diatoni step and returns to the original pith.
Figure 2.8: Neighbour Note Instanes
UpperNeighbour
timesig noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
DoubleNeighbour
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads
LowerNeighbour
clefs noteheads noteheadsnoteheads
More elaborately, a fourth note may be inserted before the return to the starting
pith, but with the diatoni step opposed to that between the rst and seond
notes. Turns, mordents and trills an all be expressed in terms of the neighbour
note diminution. More generally, the neighbour note is used to augment a single
note, adding motivi interest to a held pith.
The passing note motif (Figure 2.9 on the following page) is also built from
the diatoni step.
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Figure 2.9: Passing Note Instanes
clefs noteheadstimesig noteheads noteheadsnoteheads
PassingNotes
noteheads
The number of passing notes is not limited, but the diatoni steps should on-
tinue in the same diretion. Any part of an asending or desending sale an
be expressed as a number of passing notes, and the general ase is of adding
motivi interest to a spei interval. In gure 2.9, a perfet fth is augmented
with passing notes.
A leap of more than one diatoni step is termed a onsonant skip. The arpeg-
giation struture onsists of two or more onsonant-skips whih as a whole an
be onsidered to form a harmoni hord, though this will to some extent be on-
strained by the limits of what is harmonious in ontext. This makes arpeggiation
somewhat diult to dene rigorously.
2.5.4 Analysis of the Seond Viennese Shool
Arnold Shoenberg
2.21
was the major driving fore in the Seond Viennese
Shool, as well as being a respeted riti of the musi that had gone before
him. Sine this thesis deals exlusively with tonal musi as its subjet for anal-
ysis, the later tehniques developed for and by the serialists are not disussed.
Shoenberg's ideas though are ertainly of interest, partiularly his thoughts on
ohereny.
A strip of paper is glued to a piee of ork; a hiken feather
is glued to this, to whih a nail is tied with string. Suh things
2.21
b Vienna, 13 Sept 1874; d Los Angeles, 13 July 1951
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are ertainly onneted. But the whole is laking any harateristi
relationship. Likewise a line merely tied to a stik an form a shing
rod. Here it is the sense, the purpose, that legitimises the onnetion
of these objets [100℄
Shoenberg's move to the USA in the mid-30's exposed many new students to
his work, and helped to to open the shism that an be often be seen between
European and Amerian analysts.
2.5.5 Funtional Analysis
The term Funtional Analysis was introdued by Hans Keller
2.22
in a 1956 artile
[66℄, but was preeded by two published analyses, both of works by Mozart,
in that same year. This funtional analysis is unrelated to the work of Hugo
Riemann
2.23
, whih deals with analysing the funtion of hords in a progression.
Attempting to formalise his burgeoning theories [67℄, Keller's key themes are
wordlessness and simpliity. The full impat of this wordlessness would surely
have been felt during the September broadast of Keller's analyti sore (for
string quartet) for Mozart's D minor Quartet K.421. Its rationale rests on the
priniple that writing about an analysis annot onvey any information about
the piee that the listener is not already ognisant of.
...either you know that it's the seond subjet or you don't. If
you do, you don't need to be told; if - despite the fat that the whole
movement has just been played to you - you don't, the pronounement
[And here is the seond subjet℄ still remains more of a distration
than a piee of relevant information...
2.22
b Vienna, 11 Marh 1919; d London, 6 Nov 1985
2.23
b Gross-Mehlra, nr Sondershausen, 18 July 1849; d Leipzig, 10 July 1919
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Perhaps his greatest laim is to the removal of subjetology, in as muh as
written terms suh as seond subjet are entirely eliminated, replaed by a
diret musial quotation.
2.6 Summary
The rst onlusion we an draw is that an analysis should be enapsulated as
far as possible and pratial within the sore itself. While eah piture may
not be truly worth a thousand words, the meaning is ertainly more tightly
onveyed when graphially juxtaposed.
We an then note the development of a limited number of glyphs apable of
enoding both harmoni and melodi ontent, whose preise exeution is not
prosribed. It an be onviningly argued that the musial meaning remains
unhanged, though this is inevitably due to their extant uses, and they ould
ertainly be extended or re-envisioned to enapsulate the possibility for dierent
meaning.
This overview gives us a footing, a minimum apability as it were, for a ompu-
tational analyti system. It is true that we do not want the system to be bound
to any one of these individual methodologies, but equally, a system whih an-
not enompass even one of these methodologies leaves itself open to ritiism.
Considering end use senarios in the onstrution of a software system is essen-
tial, but as we shall see, the system built on Monadi Parser Combinators will
allow us even more exibility.
Eah of the histori methods has one aspet in ommon; a unitary represen-
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tation of the analysis, a solitary onlusion. It ould be argued that the paper
media in whih they are disseminated fores the analysts to opt for the most sat-
isfatory single outome, but it seems more reasonable to state that the methods
themselves have a unitary result as a goal. It is ommon for parsers also to be
unitary in their output, though as we shall see, the Monadi Parser Combina-
tors allow to step away from the usual parsing paradigm to allow us muh more
omplex and omplete desriptions.
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Chapter 3
Computation in Musi
Researh
Musi researh has made use of omputational power almost sine it beame
available to the aademi ommunity during the 1950's. To this extent, a great
deal of onsideration has been given to aspets of musi as they pertain to om-
putation, not only in the area of analysis. Reviewing the issues that have been
enountered in omputational musi researh, and the solutions presented to
date, is invaluable in designing any omparable system suh as that presented
in this thesis.
Many of the issues our in more than one eld of musi researh, and so a
disussion both of elds of researh, and of individual issues, is neessary to
provide a omplete overview of both issues and solutions.
Musi Information Retrieval (MIR) beame popular as a terminology around
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the year 2000. This was the year that the annual International Symposium on
Musi Information Retrieval (ISMIR) was rst hosted, though prior to this MIR
had also been used to desribe Multimedia Information Retrieval as part of the
ACM Speial Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR).
Any system whih reates new data about a piee of musi an be said to
have retrieved information, though most MIR systems are aimed at answering
spei queries suh as
How many time does this phrase appear in that piee?
or
Whih piee from our library ontains this phrase?
These queries require a degree of a priori knowledge if results are to be india-
tive. It is only possible to ask the question How many times does this phrase
appear in that piee?  if it is known that the phrase appears at all. Thus it
seems that many MIR systems are in fat orroborating, onrming or quanti-
fying some supplied statement that the user believes to be true.
It would appear from the literature that there are a smaller number of systems
aimed at telling us something about a piee without any prompting, Musi In-
formation Generators (MIG) as it were. MIG systems must rst establish what
are appropriate andidate queries before performing a MIR proess to assess
the tness of these andidates.
Common to both MIR and MIG systems are questions of presentation, a-
quisition and data representation. In all these aspets eieny is often also
onsidered to be a fator, and sometimes it is a prime motivator in itself.
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3.1 Presentation: Monophoni vs Polyphoni
Retrieving musial information from monophoni soures is seen as a basi level
for any system, and in many ases, there is an assumption that suh piees of
musi are purely melodi. This is in fat not the ase for all monophoni musi,
suh as in the ase of self-aompanying melodies dened by Selfridge-Field and
desribed in Setion 4.7 on page 64.
In a similar manner, it annot be said in polyphoni musi that eah sore
voie represents only one musial line, or even that in itself it an be onsidered
a omplete musial entity. Despite this, there is some onsiderable work on tra-
ing monophoni patterns in polyphoni soures, suh as the work of Lemström
et al. [71, 73, 70, 72, 83℄.
The important information to draw from this is that any eetive system must
not assume that the notes ontained in a single voie are neessarily oherent
in their entirety. Equivalently, multiple voies annot be onsidered to be sep-
arate, and frequently, oherene must be aepted as the interdependene of
omponents of several voies.
3.2 Aquisition
In order to perform any kind of omputation on a musial soure, the informa-
tion must be in a mahine readable format. The various natures of these for-
mats are disussed in Setion 3.3, but here onsideration is given to existing and
emerging methods for transliterating from the three extant musial instanes;
performane, human instrution set, other instrution set. It is important to
onsider these as it will be lear that all three an introdue problems for an
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analyst system if are is not taken.
3.2.1 Performane Translation
A musial performane, whether live or reorded, ontains a rihness of infor-
mation inluding instrumentation, basi pith, and gestural inetion. Eah
of these aspets is onsidered and their urrent status assessed. The trained
human ear is apable of identifying the majority of musial soures when per-
formed monophonially, though we would expet this to fall as the number of
onurrent soures inreases. No urrently operational systems are apable of
transribing musi performed simultaneously on multiple instruments. At the
time of writing then, suh systems are not suiently mature or useful to be
onsidered.
An alternative way to apture information from a performane is to have the
performers use speialist instruments whih are apable of relaying aspets of
the performane eletronially. MIDI keyboards an relate note pith exatly,
as well as time and pressure data to a good degree of auray. MIDI on-
trollers also exist in wind and brass forms, as well as transduers for stringed
instruments. In general though, these instruments will play dierently to a
more authenti aousti instrument, whih inevitably impats and alters the
performane.
3.2.2 Sore Translation
The translation of sores to a mahine readable format without signiant user
interation requires sanning of physial douments. The proess of translating
the sore from graphial data is dependent to an extent on the desired use of the
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sore. If the system is to be able to reprodue the sore, then relative graphial
loations of sore objets is relevant, but for some systems, simply aquiring
timing and pith data mat be suient.
Commerial software solution suh as Neuratron's Photosore [5℄ and Reor-
dare's SharpEye [6℄ are apable of aurate results and have the ability to
transfer data in formats inluding NIFF, Musi XML and MIDI. There are
also open-soured appliations, whih would lend themselves more freely to an
integrated system, suh as Audiveris [1℄ and Gamera [77℄.
3.2.3 Mahine Code Translation
There are two fators governing the interhange of mahine format musial data.
Provided that omplete doumentation of a format is in the publi domain, the
only limitation is the rihness of data enapsulated in the soure and destination
formats. If the soure ontains only a subset of the information suitable for the
destination, then either the missing data an be inferred, introduing potential
errors, or it must be omitted entirely. Translation from MIDI to a format whih
is apable of hromati dierentiation (e.g. between C♯ and D♭) will almost
ertainly introdue notational errors in all but the simplest musi, for example.
While ommerial data formats are not generally freely available, some have
been inferred by analysing data les, suh as the Finale Enigma format [28℄.
This may also be prone to error if not all features an be inferred.
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3.3 Data representation
The musial sore has evolved for over a millennia to be a suint but omplete
graphial set of instrutions to performers. Transferring the data into a form
suitable for omputation presents a number of non-trivial problems, whih an,
if not well handled, make meaningful analysis of the data impossible. The
problem is in hierahiising elements when both horizontal (ontinuous time)
and vertial (disrete time) groupings are possible.
3.3.1 Timing
Eah sounding event has two temporal properties, an onset time and a duration.
Durations an normally be expressed as frations of some basi unit, and onset
time is then the summation of all preeding sounding events. Bar lines are on-
tainers for notes with prosribed ontent length. As well as making navigation
of a piee easier, they also introdue a framework for rhythmi stress.
3.3.2 Pith
Ideally any system for musi representation will be extensible to allow any pith
system, but even with CMN
3.1
, there are a number of systems for alloating
pithes. The pursuit of harmonious tunings is well doumented[65℄. Even if
several notes share the same sounding pith, the funtion of that sounding pith
will be inferred dierently aording to the individual notations. Thus, for
CMN, it seems neessary to dierentiate in data hromati alteration of eah
letter named note.
3.1
Common Musi Notation, generally taken to over the nomenlature used during the
18th-20th Centuries.
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3.4 Eieny
Generally speaking, if a task an be ompleted more quikly than was previously
possible, this is a desirable outome. The extent to whih eieny an be said
to be a determinant of the usability of a system, and whether improving e-
ieny will notieably improve the end-user experiene of a system is a funtion
of a variety of fators.
However, the speis of the appliation are relevant. If a user wishes to down-
load a ring-tone based on something they hummed, they will expet the answer
quite quikly. If you want to analyse a symphony, that might have taken months
by hand, then a day would be quite aeptable. So while eieny is desirable,
as long as the proess is signiantly quiker than existing methods, it is not
essential.
Consideration should also be made in terms of balaning the amount of time
improving the eieny or speed of a system, both against whether that time
might be better spent improving funtionality, and whether the user-base will
notie or appreiate any improvements in system performane.
The eieny of a omputational system an also be expressed in its ability
to ombine several aspets of analysis. A single monolithi system an aquire,
analyse and annotate in a single pass.
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3.5 Extending the use of Computation in Musi
Researh
Although not diretly impating upon the work of this thesis, it seems that
there are some areas in whih methods and systems an progress to provide a
more valuable resoure to end users.
3.5.1 Reyling Queries
A review of the literature provides no evidene that proessed queries are used
to enhane system performane. Features whih users have ome to expet
from ommerial and semi-ommerial systems information retrieval systems,
suh as Internet searh-engines and on-line retail-outlets, are nowhere to be
seen in MIR systems. That MIR systems have not, on the whole, ahieved
ommerial deployment, should not be a barrier to the development of enhaned
funtionality.
3.5.1.1 Cahing
Cahing is basi data handling tehnique, but its optimisation an be omplex.
At the very least, a system should ahe the queries made by a user for the
duration of a session. Depending on the size of the arhive, the number of
users, and the frequeny of requests, results ould be ahed by exat query.
3.5.1.2 Query Corretion
The funtionality of a searh engine that says did you mean .........? may seem
an impossibility as we have already established that in the right irumstanes
any sequene of notes an form a valid piee of musi.. How should a system
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respond if a note falls midway between two distint pithes? Should a system
searh for both possible outomes? For a small arhive, this might only require
a few seonds extra proessing time, and for an eient searh algorithm should
not double the searh time. It may well return results that the user does not
want, and it might be onsidered whether it will take muh longer for that user
to wade through all the unwanted results, than for the system to ask Did you
mean <plays on option> or <plays other option>?. Analysing this data ould
allow systems to make informed deisions about likely user errors.
3.6 Summary
A useful system annot absolutely onsider notes grouped by voie to be disrete
streams of musial information. There will be ases where this is a valid assump-
tion, but allowing for strutural elements to be distributed between voies does
not rule out that possibility, so this is the approah that must be adopted.
Using a omputerised analog of a sore appears to be the optimal solution for
aquiring musi for analysis. Not only does it ontain the least ultural and
interpretative ontext, but it provides a platform on whih display the results
of any analysis. It might be aeptable to use some other method to gener-
ate a sore, suh as mahine listening, but in all probability this would require
veriation against a soure sore.
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Chapter 4
Funtional Programming and
Parsing
The prinipal work presented in this thesis is that of applying parser tehniques
implemented in a funtional language to problems of musi analysis. Following
the review of the history of traditional musi analysis tehniques in Chapter 2,
this hapter will provide a desription of both parsing and funtional language
development; both have a somewhat shorter history than that of musi analysis.
4.1 Funtional Programming
Funtional programming is a methodology for programming omputational de-
vies whereby funtions are used as omponents of a larger system. This on-
trasts with Imperative Languages (Fortran, COBOL, BASIC, Algol, Pasal,
C, Ada), whih desribe the omputational proess in terms of program state.
Objet-Oriented imperative languages (Simula67, Smalltalk, C++, Java) are
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haraterised by program objets whih are apable of reeiving, proessing,
and sending data to other objets. Funtional programming languages belong
to the olletive group of Delarative languages, alongside Logi Programming
languages (Prolog, Merury).
4.1.1 Motivations for Employing Funtional Programming
An exellent summary of the advantageous features of funtional programming
an be found in Hughes [59℄. While many features are not essential for spei
musial tasks, they failitate the proess of programming the type of system
envisaged in this thesis. Speially, the abilities of funtional languages to join
funtional miro-solutions using simple ombinators allows programming prob-
lems to be subdivided more omprehensively and with fewer onstraints. Addi-
tionally, the strong grounding of funtional languages in mathematial notation
makes them simple to learn and omprehensible for novie programmers. This
is of ourse a onern if the work of this thesis is to beome widely distributed,
understood and expanded by its intended audiene in the musial ommunity.
4.1.2 Development of Funtional Languages
A good desription of the evolution of funtional languages an be found in
Hudak [55℄. A brief hronology of this progression gives a piture of the disi-
pline's development. Sine the language used in this thesis, Haskell, is desribed
in some detail in Setion 4.1.3, but it is presient to look at three of the major
landmarks in it's development.
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4.1.2.1 Lambda-Calulus
This was prinipally the work of Alonzo Churh [31℄, though inluded ontribu-
tions from his students Rosser and Kleene. The lambda alulus was the onsis-
tent subsystem that survived Churh's ultimately unsuessful aim of desribing
a formal system for the foundations of mathematis. In lambda alulus, every
expression stands for a funtion with a single argument; the argument of the
funtion is in turn a funtion with a single argument, and the value of the fun-
tion is another funtion with a single argument. An overview of the ontinuing
impat of Lambda-Calulus an be found in Barendregt [18℄.
As part of the system, a notational shorthand know as a lamba abstration
was introdued. Aordingly the notation λa.f denotes a funtion whih takes
an argument and returns the evaluation of the expression f with all free o-
urrenes of a replaed by the atual argument. It is oneptually similar to
funtion notations suh as f(x)as seen in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Lambda and Funtion Notations
f(x) = x3 + 2x2 − 7x ⇐⇒ λx.x3 + 2x2 − 7x
f(3) = 24 ⇐⇒ (λx.x3 + 2x2 − 7x)3 = 24
All further uses of lambda notation in this thesis will use the notation more
ommonly used in urrent omputing siene literature, where the dot is replaed
by a left-to-right arrow:λa→ f .
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4.1.2.2 LISP
MCarthy[80℄ borrowed Churh's λ-notation to represent funtions anonymously
in his language LISP, whih was the rst funtional
4.1
language to enapsulate
the lambda abstration:
To use funtions as arguments, one needs a notation for fun-
tions, and it seemed natural to use the λ-notation of Churh. I didn't
understand the rest of the book, so I wasn't tempted to try to imple-
ment his more general mehanism for dening funtions. [81℄
Consider the LISP routine in Code 4.1 whih alulates 24 by doubling 1 four
times. Code is presented as at ommand line to a Common Lisp interpreter.
Code 4.1: LISP Doubling Funtion
[1] > (defun double (x)
(∗ 2 x ))
[2] > (double (double (double (double 1))))
16
Expliitly typing the double funtion 4 times an be rewritten using a funtion
repeat whih apples the funtion f to the objet o a total of n times as in
Code 4.2.
Code 4.2: LISP Repeat Funtion
[3] > (defun repeat (f n o)
(if (zerop n)
o
(repeat f (1− n) (funcall f o))))
[4] > (repeat #′double 4 1)
16
4.1
LISP an be onsidered to be a multi-paradigmati language, as it also enapsulates
proedural and reetive aspets.
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The syntax #' instruts LISP to interpret double as a funtion. Using the
lambda expression in Code 4.3, the programme an avoid globally dening the
funtion double.
Code 4.3: LISP Lambda Expression
[5] > (repeat #′(lambda (v) (∗ 2 v)) 4 1)
16
MCarthy's paper also introdues a notation for onditional statements of the
type if. . . then. . . , though written (p1 → e1, · · · , pn → en), as well as the lass
of symboli S -expressions used to order objets into lists.
4.1.2.3 FP
FP was presented as a lass of simple appliative programming systems by
Bakus during his leture to the ACM on his award of the Turing Award in
1977 [14℄. As well as presenting a ritique of von Neumann oriented languages
and the traditional programming methods of passing a word-at-a-time through
the von Neuman bottlenek, this paper delivers a prototype for a funtional
language with funtions of a single type, a muh redued sope than that of a
lambda-alulus system.
4.1.3 Haskell, a Popular Funtional Language
Haskell is a funtional programming language named after the US mathemati-
ian and logiian Haskell Brooks Curry. The denitions for the language were
laid out rstly in the Haskell Report [58℄, and later in the Haskell 98 Report
[64℄. The language is urrently supported by a number of ompilers (GHC [78℄
and NHC [96℄), interpreters (Hugs [63℄), and development environments (as ex-
tensions to the KDevelop and Elipse IDE's). Some of its advantageous features
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inlude reursion, list omprehension, pattern mathing and guard statements,
and it is urrently one of the funtional languages upon whih, and with whih,
muh researh is being arried out.
Haskell was designed as a solution to a pereived problem that there were in fat
too many disparate funtional languages, with seemingly every major entre of
researh having their own language, as desribed in Hudak [55℄. It was felt that
aademi researh into funtional languages was being hindered by the lak of
a ommon language, even though the underpinnings of the distint languages
were similar.
For the reader unfamiliar either with funtional programming as a paradigm,
or speially with the Haskell syntax, a good introdution an be found in
Thompson [106℄. A omplete list of the software used in this thesis, as well
as version details and availability at the time of publishing, an be found in
Appendix B on page 172.
There has also been some onsiderable work implementing monadi parser om-
binators in Haskell, whih is disussed further in Setion 4.3 on page 56. Sine
this is a suitable method for onstruting the parsers required by this thesis, it
is expedient to use a language in whih some onsiderable researh into parser-
ombination has been onduted.
4.1.4 Funtional Programming in Musi Researh
Of the attempts to integrate omputation into musi researh, only a small mi-
nority have been implemented in funtional languages. This is most probably
due to funtional languages being generally less well known than imperative
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languages, partiularly outside the eld of omputer siene. It seems reason-
able to suggest therefore that where funtional languages are deployed in inter-
disiplinary researh suh as musi, it is as a result of an existing expertise in
the eld on the part of the researhers. The researh reounted in the setions
4.1.4.1 to 4.1.4.4 not only invokes funtional programming in musi researh,
but has also produed some of the more novel researh in the eld.
4.1.4.1 Smoliar
Smoliar [103℄ inorporated heavy Shenkerian inuenes into his (LISP) soft-
ware. The software itself was intended for use by an operator with a deep
understanding of musi theory, and this is reeted in the language employed
in the aompanying paper. It represents a step away from the reams of statis-
tis and long strings of haraters harateristi of preeding work. The
paper disusses the the diulty of establishing the funtion or signiane,
despite the tratability of extrating grammatial information. The internal
format for notes ontains only pith information; a diatoni pith symbol with
optional prexed hromatiisms and an integer register modier. Notes an ex-
ist singularly, and there are two further grouping strutures orresponding to
simultaneous and sequential events whih an be ompounded indenitely.
4.1.4.2 Dannenberg
Dannenberg's early work with funtional languages was foused in the area of
ontent generation. With Arti [42℄, a Lisp-like language, higher-order fun-
tions, referred to as prototypes, an be desribed that respond to ontinuous
(i.e. time based) input. These prototypes an beome instanes one various
arguments suh as start time, duration and envelope parameters are supplied.
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Canon[41℄ was oneived as a hybrid between a musi notation pakage and
a programming language. In ommon with Arti it is based upon Lisp, and also
adopts the methodology of higher-order funtions, whih an be used to alter
anything up to the entire sore. The notion of simultaneous and sequential note
events, whih may be repeatedly nested, is almost idential to that employed in
Smoliar's system.
4.1.4.3 Cope
Cope's major ontribution has been his work on Experiments in Musial In-
telligene (EMI) [37, 38℄. Written in LISP, it uses a rule based generator and
a stylisti ditionary and has produed imitative works in the styles of Bah,
Beethoven, Brahms, Bartok and others. Cope employs Automated Transition
Networks in onjuntion with 5 musial identiers (Statement, Preparation, Ex-
tension, Anteedents, Consequent). Using these, musi an either be rearranged
(variation) or extended into larger strutures.
4.1.4.4 Hudak
Hudak has been one of the proponents of the Haskell language, and his Haskore
[57, 56℄ Algebra of Musi is therefore very well dened in omputational terms.
Haskore allows musial objets to be generated and reused and therefore makes
expliit some parts of the ompositional proess. The notation of tuples is also
well handled by the use of frations, thus avoiding irrational numbers, and a
reursive notation is adopted for lines of musi. A similar system to Hudak's
has been produed by Akesson [11℄ but its existene is not widely known.
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4.1.4.5 Comparison to the Work of this Thesis
Aross these systems we an see glimpses of the power of the funtional paradigm
(Smoliar, in his nested data format; Cope, in onfounding many lay listeners),
but none of these systems has a signiant overlap with the work presented
here. Dannenberg and Hudak are not providing for analysis in their tools at all,
being aimed squarely at generative (ompositional) musial ativities, though
in that, they an highlight the utility of a nested data struture. Cope and
EMI are performing some analysis, but its results are not diretly exposed to
the end user, rather they are used as a footing to reate new musi, and it
is questionable what degree of inuene the analysis has, sine the system is
already generating to a set of rules. The system that Smoliar produed is
perhaps losest to the present work in spirit, though it is very highly speied
to automating one partiular form of redution, and is not readily extensible,
by design or aident, to other methodologies.
4.2 The Funtion of a Parser
A parser is a proedure that analyses the grammatial struture of its input with
respet to some formal grammar. Human pereption is a proess of parsing, or-
dering and struturing the information reeived through our senses aording
to our knowledge.
A formal grammar is dened as a set of rules to dene a set of strings of -
nite length using a (usually) nite alphabet. An analyti grammar desribes a
parser for a language. It redues the input until it an deide whether or not a
string belongs to the language. A generative grammar expands a starting token
to reate all the possible strings whih make up the language.
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The reader requiring a more thorough review of parsing tehniques is referred
to [62℄, though it should be appreiated that the absene of a tightly dened
grammar for musi redues its diret impat.
4.3 Funtion and Uses of a Monad in Parsing
Many elds have laimed the word monad, though the meaning and derivation
of the word an be quite dierent. Originally (oming from the Greek monas)
the word meant an indivisible and primary unit, one from whih all others are
derived. Later it would beome a synonym for the atom, and in the 19th Cen-
tury, the subjet of Leibniz's monadism. Leibniz's monads are simple fores
whih ould not be aeted by external physial fores but apable of internal
ativity. There are two understandings of monad within mathematis; In ate-
gory theory a monad is a funtion objet together with two assoiated natural
transformations, while a division of prediate alulus in whih prediate letters
take only one argument is also termed monadi. There is also a musial use of
monad, a single note, as distint from the dyad (two notes) and triad (three
notes).
In terms of funtional programming, a Monad is a method for temporally or-
dering ommands so that results an be passed along a sequene of exeution.
Wadler [109℄, building on the work of Moggi [85℄, was the rst to introdue
monad omprehension for programming languages. A minimal programmati
typing of a Monad an be found within the haskell98 libraries, as shown in
Code 4.4 on the following page. The similarity between this speiation and
the parsers presented below and later in Chapter 5 should be obvious to the
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reader.
Code 4.4: Haskell 98 Monad Denition
class Monad m where
(≫=) :: m a → (a → m b) → m b
(≫) :: m a → m b → m b
return :: a → m a
fail :: String → m a
In typed haskell programs the λ harater must be replaed with the more read-
ily available \, though this thesis will use the λ harater in its ode samples to
emphasise the nature of the onstrution.
Hutton and Meijer [61℄ desribe their paper as a rst introdution to the use of
monads in programming, and it forms an exellent grounding in the standard
use of Monadi Parser Combinators. A haskell implementation of a parser for
text using ombinators is provided here as an aide, beginning with Code 4.5.
Code 4.5: Simple Haskell Text Parser Primitives
type TP a =String → [(a,String)]
pass :: a → TP a
pass a =λ inp → [(a, inp)]
discard :: TP a
discard =λ inp → [ ]
bind :: TP a → (a → TP b) → TP b
p ‘bind ‘ f =λ inp → concat [f v inp′ | (v , inp′) ← p inp]
TP is a funtion whih takes a String of haraters as its input and returns a
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list of tuples.
• The funtion pass a sueeds4.2 without onsuming any of the String ar-
gument and returns the tuple onsisting of a and the argument.
• The funtion disard fails4.3, regardless of the argument, and returns an
empty list.
• The bind funtion is monadi sequening ombinator. f is any funtion
that takes a value and returns a TP. f an be applied to eah of the tuples
returned by p, whih results in a list of lists of tuples. This is attened
into a single list of tuples by the inbuilt funtion onat.
These parsing primitives are of little use in and of themselves, but are neessary
to produe the more useful funtions in Code 4.6.
Code 4.6: Useful Text Parsers
item :: TP Char
item =λ inp → case inp of
[] → []
(x : xs) → [(x , xs)]
satsify :: (Char → Bool) → TP Char
satisfy p =item ‘bind ‘
λ x → if p x then pass x else discard
letter :: TP Char
letter =satisfy isAlpha
space :: TP Char
space =satisfy isSpace
4.2
always returns a non-empty result
4.3
always returns an empty result
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The letter parser is a qualied item parser, with the aveat that the onsumed
harater is a member of the alphabet. The operation of the letter parser an
be seen in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Funtion of the 'letter' Parser
~$ letter "forty"
[('f',"orty")℄
~$ letter "40"
[℄
Further ombinators are added in Code 4.7 on the following page whih allow
the parsing of larger strutures. The operation of these ombinated parsers is
illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Funtion of Combinated Text Parsers
~$ word "forty thieves"
[("forty"," thieves")℄
~$ some (word `skip` spae) "Ali Baba and the forty thieves"
[(["Ali","Baba","and","the","forty","thieves"℄, "")℄
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Code 4.7: Extra Combinators
alt :: TP a → TP a → TP a
p ‘alt ‘ q =λ inp → ( p inp + + q inp)
choice :: TP a → TP a → TP a →
p ‘choice‘ q =λ inp → case (p ‘alt ‘ q) inp of
→ [ ]
(x : _) → [x ]
perhaps :: TParser a → TParser [a]
perhaps p =(some p) ‘choice‘ pass []
some :: TParser a → TParser [a]
some p =p ‘bind ‘
λ x → perhaps p ‘bind ‘
λ xs → pass (x : xs)
skip :: TParser a → TParser b → TParser a
p ‘skip‘ q =p ‘bind ‘
λ x → perhaps q ‘bind ‘
λ_ → pass x
word :: TParser String
word =some letter
4.4 Musi and Formal Grammar
Taking musi as a whole, it is initially diult to reonile it with the tenets
of linguisti formalism. Pith is ontinuously variable, though at least its range
may be limited by the absolutes of human hearing
4.4
. Similarly, the temporal
domain is ontinuously variable, even to the extent of being outwith the range of
4.4
One ould speulate as to whether sounds we annot hear an form musi; it is ertainly
true that the interation of inaudible sounds an produe audible artefats.
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human pereption
4.5
. Neither pith nor duration then an be easily desribed as
a nite alphabet, suh as would be required for formalising a musial language,
though attempts have been made to extend the representation beyond the sim-
ply linear[30℄.
If instead a solitary piee of musi is onsidered, assuming it is of nite du-
ration, there an only be a nite number of disrete temporal or pith events.
Even if an alphabet is dened by the produt of these two sets, the produt
of our two nite sets must still be nite. Any single instane of musi an be
desribed in terms of a nite alphabet, but the power of any grammar formed
over suh an alphabet is onstrained by the limited resoures it denes.
It is possible to redue the level of information required to desribe a work
of musi. It would be simple to onstrut a 9 element alphabet upon a pith ba-
sis of {Lower, Same, Higher} and a duration basis of {Shorter, Same, Longer}.
Similar redued desriptions have been shown to be eetive in arhival retrieval
systems. In suh instanes, both query and target strings are available as on-
tinuous data streams, but the relationship between any one event and any other
event not immediately juxtaposed annot be established. This limited desrip-
tion is then only suitable for a limited subset of query types.
4.5 Disambiguation in Parser Design
While some languages have been designed to avoid ambiguity, many languages
inorporate a degree of ambiguity. That is to say if the language is read naively,
simply in terms of its syntati elements, more than one semanti may be ex-
4.5
One would undoubtedly die before hearing the entire 639 years of John Cages As Slow
As Possible
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trated. In omputational systems though, it is seen as being important to
resolve these ambiguities, with good reason in some instanes. Computer pro-
grammes must ultimately be unambiguous, so it may be neessary for a ompiler
or interpreter to disambiguate a number of potential parse trees into a single
outome. There are two ommon methods of disambiguation, desribed in Se-
tion 4.5.1 and Setion 4.5.2.
4.5.1 Rule Preedene
Ordering the set of parsing rules reates a hierarhial preedene. This an be
thought of either in the sense that the rst suessful rule is used, or that the
rules that are suessful are applied in a predetermined order. The BODMAS
4.6
rule for expanding mathematial terms should be well known to readers, and
the preedene is as in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: BODMAS preedene
1.Brakets
2.Orders
3.Division
4.Multipliation
5.Addition
6.Subtration
The expression 7 + (6× 52 + 3) would then be resolved as in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: BODMAS disambiguation
7 + (6× 52 + 3) =
= 7 + (6× 25 + 3)
= 7 + (150 + 3)
= 7 + 153
= 160
4.6
also BIDMAS and BEDMAS where I is Indies and E is Exponents
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Aho [10℄ provides a more detailed and tehnial aount for parsing ambiguous
grammars without baktraking.
4.5.2 Appliation Length
Dierent parse rules will provide results of dierent lengths. Possible parse
routes an then be ordered by length, typially with a preferene for longer
results. For example, in an English language parser
• PRororganic ⇒ or + ganic sore 2
• PRorganorganic ⇒ organ + ic sore 5
• PRorganicorganic ⇒ organic sore 7
though the absene of white spae might already have been used to eliminate
rules for or and organ.
4.6 Ambiguous Semanti
Multiple interpretations of musi arise beause it is often written to be delib-
erately ambiguous. In ontrast, onsider the following statement (attributed to
Mihael Crihton)
The rules of grammar exist in large part to permit readers and
writers to operate from a shared set of expetations
It seems reasonable that the natural languages we use every day should lend
themselves toward a singularity of interpretation, sine otherwise there should
be great diulty in inter-personal ommuniation. This single fator should
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impress upon the reader that any analysis system should not rely too heavily on
linguisti theories, at least in as muh as adopting them wholesale. It is under-
stood that natural languages are ambiguous, but noted that they are frequently
employed so as to produe an unambiguous result.
Consider the following: I saw a man in the park with a telesope. Did the
man whom I saw have a telesope, or did I use the telesope to see him. Was
the man in the park when I saw him, was I, or indeed, were we both in the
park. If we hange the objet; I saw the moon in the park with a telesope,
the sentene beomes somewhat less ambiguous, but only beause the reader
an eliminate some of the possible interpretations as being highly unlikely.
It an be shown though that at various points in its history, analysis has bor-
rowed varying amounts of terminology and tehnique from linguisti theory.
Terminology is more aeptable than tehnique, provided that we do not read
too muh into what extra properties may be imbued by referring to a piee of
musi as a word or sentene. If this terminology is taken too literally though,
suh as extrapolating that a musial sentene must retain properties of a gram-
matial sentene, tehniques that have no plae in musi researh an undermine
any results.
4.7 Parsing Musi
Selfridge-Field[101℄, shows 5 types of disguised melody. While these ompli-
ations were originally reognised with respet to melody mathing, they might
equally be onsidered to disguise any musial feature or struture. Arguably,
these all arise from the (inorret) assumptions that voies represent disrete
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streams of information, and that information will not only be limited to a single
voie, but will be ontiguous within that voie (see Setion 3.1 on page 40). It
is helpful though to see examples of the several ways in whih a naive approah
to parsing would be defeated.
4.7.1 Compound Melodies
Often in aompanied string writing, suh as that of J. S. Bah in Figure 4.6,
two or melodies an be ompounded into a single instrumental line. The eet
is one of dialogue, as if between more than one instrument. The problem is in
asertaining the themes of the dialogue and then extrapolating to whih stream
of the interourse the notes or strutures belong. This may be made more
omplex by the various voies speaking at dierent registers (whih on a string
instrument may require the use of a dierent string, with orresponding impat
on the spetral tone), or the segments of a single voie following a partiular
pattern of movement.
Figure 4.6: Compound Melodies in Bah
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsaccidentalsaccidentalsaccidentals 83
noteheadsaccidentalsaccidentals noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsflags noteheadsnoteheads
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsclefs noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
4.7.2 Self-Aompanying Melodies
The tenet here is that some pithes perform funtions as part of both the har-
mony and the melody, at the same time. This may be expliitly notated (suh
as in the Shubert exerpt ited by Selfridge-Field), using opposed stems where
harmoni and melodi voies oinide. It may also be the ase that the melody
and harmony are ompounded within the same part in an analog of 4.7.1. This
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will almost ertainly be the ase where the soring is for an instrument with
limited polyphony. Where ompounding pivots on a single note, this is rarely
expliitly marked, though examples an be found throughout the Alexanian
edition of the Bah 'ello suites.
4.7.3 Submerged Melodies
Submerged melodies should not reate problems for a thorough software imple-
mentation of an analyti system, sine the disguise is perpetrated by positioning
melodies within inner voies. This olusion is really only eetive to a listener,
but an still defeat naive automated systems whih assume that there is a ver-
tial hierarhy from melody down to harmony.
4.7.4 Roving Melodies
The melody is distributed aross more than one sore part in this instane. This
may mean that only inomplete instanes of a query melody an be found in
any single part, though it is also the ase that parts may be passing a miro-
struture between them, in a all and response onstrution. Selfridge-Field
uses an example from a Haydn keyboard Variation as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Roving Melody Example
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4.7.5 Distributed Melodiesduplet
Selfridge-Field suggests the distributed melody as one in whih the notes of a
melody are distributed one by one between two or more voies. This is muh
as with Setion 4.7.4 but with melody fragmented into its atomi onstituents.
Suh features are exeptionally diult to hear as a listener, and are perhaps
regarded as musial jokes, or exerises in ompositional ryptography.
4.8 Summary
There are undoubtedly problems to be overome in adapting traditional text
and language parsing tehniques to musi. Some aspets have been addressed
in a variety of extant researh, but a omplete solution requires all of this to be
drawn together, and further extended, in order to overome the issues outlined
in this and the preeding two hapters.
Haskell should prove a good hoie of language in whih to build the analyti
parser; it's ative state of development means that support is available both
for the developer and the end user who wishes to extend its funtionality. The
extensive literature on the use and implementation of monadi parser ombina-
tors also bodes well, as well as indiating (by it's absene) that this will be a
novel extension of the tehnique. Exploiting the ability to reate a set of results,
i.e. not neessarily a single outome, is also absent from the literature, whih is
readily explained by the typial usage patterns suh as ompilers whih require
a singular outome.
Drawing together the examples from Setion 4.7 on page 64, we an identify
another feature whih is not ommon to standard parsing systems that will be
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neessary for a omplete musi-parsing system. The parsing solution must be
able to identify interleaved streams of information within a single, and multi-
ple voies, and this may very well require that some notes belong to several
disovered strutures. To allow atoms of the sore (notes) to exist in multi-
ple parsed elements will require a subtle but signiant alteration to existing
parsing tehniques.
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Chapter 5
Building a Basi Musi Parser
The majority of software targeted at analysing musi takes quite simple musial
examples as its inputs. The extra diulties involved in polyphoni analysis
were disussed in Setion 4.7 on page 64, and as a onsequene the initial parsers
in the system will be designed to look at simple monophoni musial input. This
would normally be restrited to musi where there is at most one sounding note
at a given point in time, but polyphoni input is also inluded for the initial
system, with the provisions that
1. There are no new notes that begin before any sounding notes have termi-
nated
2. Notes that begin together also terminate together
Although simple, this rst stage should allow the demonstration of at least a
partial solution in extrating monophoni information patterns from partially
polyphoni data soures. Funtions not laid out expliitly in the body of the
thesis an be found in Appendix A.1.
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5.1 Basi Pith Strutures
An initial step in any system must be to dene basi data types. Here, Note
events are desribed as a duplet of integers, as shown in Code 5.1. Three types
of Note are employed, whih are desribed in the following sub- setions 5.1.1.1
to 5.1.1.3.
Code 5.1: Type Denition of a Note
type Note =(Int , Int)
5.1.1 Bases for Representing Notes
In the present system, eah sounding event may be represented in any of the
three bases; 7, 12 and 40. This allows the system to make use of the useful or
unique properties of eah basis. The three basis notations are homologous data
types, whih an be seen in Code 5.2.
Code 5.2: Type Denitions for the Three Note Bases
type B40 =Note
type B12 =Note
type B7 =Note
5.1.1.1 Basis 40
Hewlett [51, 52℄ desribes a system for desribing notes uniquely using 40 loa-
tions within eah otave. Only 35 loations are used, orresponding to 7 named
notes modied by 5 aidental options, with the remaining 5 loations orre-
sponding to null-events. In the alloation used in this system, the null-events
are at loations 3, 9, 20, 26 & 32. Within a single otave, the table of alloations
would be as in Table 5.1 on the next page.
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Table 5.1: Base-40 Alloation
A B C D E F G
♭♭ 27 33 38 4 10 15 21
♭ 28 34 39 5 11 16 22
♮ 29 35 0 6 12 17 23
♯ 30 36 1 7 13 18 24
x 31 37 2 8 14 19 25
Under this system, named intervals between notes always have the same integer
value so that, for example, a perfet fth is always formed between notes with
an integer dierene of 23. The system will not return valid results outside the
irle of fths desribed in the table, so that, for example, a perfet fth above
Bx is undened. Additionally, the register or otave within whih a note is
loated must be reorded to allow for a thorough desription of its pith.
5.1.1.2 Basis 12
This system of note representation is analogous to twelve-tone or MIDI systems
in having twelve unique events per otave. The limited number of loations
per otave provides no way of dierentiating between the notated pithes whih
may share the same basis-12 denition. The overlapping pith names and their
orresponding loation are shown in Table 5.2 on the following page.
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Table 5.2: Base-12 Alloation
Pith
B♯/C♮/D♭♭ 0
Bx/C♯/D♭ 1
Cx/D♮/E♭♭ 2
D♯/E♭/F♭♭ 3
Dx/E♮/F♭ 4
E♯/F♮/G♭♭ 5
Ex/F♯/G♭ 6
Fx/G♮/A♭♭ 7
G♯/A♭ 8
Gx/A♮/B♭♭ 9
A♯/B♭/C♭♭ 10
Ax/B♮/C♭ 11
5.1.1.3 Basis 7
Representing a note in a base-7 notation is the default behaviour of the Denemo
sore-editor. It is analogous to Curwen's
5.1
Toni Sol-Fa system or pith-name
systems in that there seven unique names per otave. Denemo refers to this as
a middle- oset, and it may be useful to visualise this basis as orresponding
to the number of lines and spaes a partiular pith is notated from middle-
. To desribe a pith fully, a representation of any aidental aeting the
note is also required (-ve for eah at, 0 for natural or no aidental, and +ve
for eah sharps). No otave representation is required though both positive
and negative integers are required to represent osets above and below middle-
. As with basis-40 (Table 5.1 on the previous page), all notated pithes are
represented uniquely, as an be seen in Table 5.3 on the following page.
5.1
b Hekmondwike, Yorks., 14 Nov 1816; d Manhester, 26 May 1880
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Table 5.3: Base-7 Alloation
A B C D E F G
♭♭ -2,-2 -1,-2 0,-2 1,-2 2,-2 3,-2 4,-2
♭ -2,-1 -1,-1 0,-1 1,-1 2,-1 3,-1 4,-1
♮ -2,0 -1,0 0,0 1,0 2,0 3,0 4,0
♯ -2,1 -1,1 0,1 1,1 2,1 3,1 4,1
x -2,2 -1,2 0,2 1,2 2,2 3,2 4,2
5.1.1.4 Summary of Bases
Table 5.4 shows the funtion of eah of the two integers of a Note in eah of the
three bases, and how the pith A♭, in the Great Otave, would appear under
eah representation.
Table 5.4: Summary of Note Bases
base 7 base 12 base 40
A♭ (-9,-1) (8,-2) (28,-2)
integer 1 middle- oset hromati step basis 40 with  as 0
integer 2 aidental otave otave
As part of the system, funtions are dened to onvert from bases 7 and 40
to eah of the other two bases, should this prove neessary. These funtions
use arrays to onvert from integer, or integer pair, to string and bak into an
integer, or pair, orresponding to the new basis. A typial exhange funtion,
from basis 40 to basis 7, might be employed as in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Basis Conversion Example
~$ forty2Seven (28,-2)
(-9,-1)
The funtionality of these onverters an be simply tested by applying them
onseutively and heking that the input is the same as the output. There is
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no error heking in these onversion funtions at this point, it being presumed
that the system will not pass invalid note desriptions, suh as those arising
from only 35 elements of the basis 40 system being assigned, to these routines.
Figure 5.2 veries the orrespondene between two typial funtions.
Figure 5.2: Verifying Basis Conversion
~$ seven2Forty . forty2Seven (28,-2)
(28,-2)
The point ( . ) ombinator here implies the appliation of the funtion at the
right of the point followed by the appliation of the left hand funtion. Neither
basis 7 nor basis 40 notations an be reovered from basis 12 beause of the lak
of pith or aidental identiers, so there annot be funtions to perform suh
an operation (see Setion 3.2.3 on page 42).
5.1.2 Note Groupings
Chords are formed from temporally o-inident notes, whih an be from more
than one sore voie. Programmatially, a Crd is a list of Note elements, as
shown in Code 5.3.
Code 5.3: Chord Type
type Crd = [Note]
It is important to observe here that the term Chord is used without many of its
musial onnotations. There is no suggestion that all the elements of a Crd must
be oherent in any sense other than that already stated. One shortoming of
this system that will emerge is that the Notes of a Chord need not terminate o-
inidentally. The problem of Notes that ould temporally belong to more than
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one vertial struture is non-trivial and an alternative solution is presented on
page 115.
A Sequene is the only horizontal struture, onsisting of two or more Chords.
Chords are temporally ordered from left to right (rst list element to last). A
Seq is formed as a list of Crd elements, as shown in Code 5.5.
Code 5.4: Sequene Type
type Seq = [Crd ]
5.2 Pith Operations
The ability to ategorise the interval between two notes, and equally the ability
to nd the pith produed by adding an interval to an initial pith, should be
an elementary and essential part of a musi-analytial system. The solution
provided also pratially illustrates the greater depth of information provided
by the base-40 and base-7 systems ompared to the base-12 system.
If onsideration is given to the interval between C♯
4
and E
4
, base-12 systems,
suh as MIDI, are limited to desribing the interval as 3-semitones. In atual
fat, suh a system annot dierentiate C♯
4
from D♭
4
, or E
4
from F♭
4
or Dx
4
.
In a system where those pithes are frequeny-equivalent, this is less of a prob-
lem, though the funtion of an interval will still be dierent; C♯
4
-E
4
is a minor
third, whilst D♭
4
-E
4
is an augmented seond . When performed on instruments
apable of pith inetion or adjustment, the frequeny dierene between the
two intervals ould amount to several ents. The notation of the pith may also
inuene the players hoie of exeution; string players may open or lose the
hand in order to streth forwards or bakwards for a note. Figure 5.3 notates
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three examples where the base-12 interval is idential, but the base-40 and base-
7 desriptions are dierent in eah ase. In partiular, we an see that only the
third ase desribes stepwise or sale-like movement.
Figure 5.3: Basi Intervals
noteheadsnoteheadsaccidentals accidentalsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadstimesig noteheadsaccidentals accidentalsclefs
accidentals
5.3 Parser Prototype and a Simple Parser
As the data types are now well dened, it is possible to dene a parser based
upon the speied input to the system. In ontrast to most parsers in the
literature, the input is not of the type String but of type Seq. The type
denition for a generi musi parser is given in Code 5.5.
Code 5.5: Type Denition of a Musi Parser
type Parser a = Seq → [(a,Seq)]
This means that a Parser of type a, takes a sequene, of type Seq, as an input
and returns a set of tuplets, of type (a,Seq), as its result.
Replaing B40 for the type a, an elemental parser for the atomi elements of a
sore, Notes, an be shown as in Code 5.6.
Code 5.6: An Item-like Note parser (f. 4.6 on page 58)
noteitem :: Parser B40
noteitem =λ inp → case inp of
[] →[]
(x : xs) →[(xel , xs) | xel ← x ]
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For eah note xel of the leading hord x, this parser returns a (xel,xs) tuple,
where xs is the sequene orresponding to the remainder of the input. In a
typial parser for the elements of a textual input, there an be at most one
member of the set of tuples returned, sine there is only be one harater at any
point in a text stream input. Musi, as mentioned in Setion 4.4 on page 60,
an have any number of temporally oinident notes. For this reason, the list
returned by the noteitem parser will have as many pairs as there are notes in
the hord at the head of the input. Thus in Figure 5.4, 3 results are produed
orresponding to eah note of the initial hord.
Figure 5.4: Parsing Polyphoni Input
noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheadstimesig noteheads noteheadsclefs noteheads noteheads
~$ noteitem [[(29,-1),(0,0),(12,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(6,0)℄℄
[((29,-1),[[(35,-1)℄,[(6,0)℄℄),((0,0),[[(35,-1)℄,[(6,0)℄℄),
((12,0),[[(35,-1)℄,[(6,0)℄℄)℄
If a text parser was to be implemented in this way, with the ability to han-
dle multiple harater hoies at a single point of the text stream, it would be
suitable for exploitation in systems where either the harater is not suiently
well dened, or a reognised glyph has more than one possible harater attri-
bution. It is suggested that this ould potentially be of use in Optial Charater
Reognition systems, but a disussion is outwith the sope of this thesis.
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5.4 Inter-Chord Relationships
Two onseutive hords, whih may be formed from more than one sore voie,
an be related in one of two ways. In the rst ase, every note of the rst hord
is mapped onto a note in the seond hord by a single relationship suh as, for
example, a rising major third. In the seond ase, it may be that only one note
pairing between the hords satises, or is required to satisfy, a relationship. In
Code 5.7, designed to reognise instanes of the rst ase, 1 and 2 are hords
and f would be the funtion that determines whether two notes onform to the
required ondition.
Code 5.7: Comprehensive Mathing Funtion
cMapAll :: [a] → [a] → (a → a → Bool) → Bool
cMapAll c1 c2 f =and [ or [ f n1 n2 | n2 ← c2] | n1 ← c1]
This funtion will be FALSE unless for every note of 1 there is a note of 2
that provides a TRUE outome for the funtion f. The seond ase an be useful
for piking out a partiular element from a rather dense struture, for example
if the relationship were to be distributed between sore voies. The routine to
reognise instanes of the seond ase an be formed as in Code 5.8.
Code 5.8: Partial Mathing Funtion
cMapAny :: [a] → [a] → (a → a → Bool) → Bool
cMapAny c1 c2 f =or [ or [ f n1 n2 | n2 ← c2] | n1 ← c1]
This funtion will return a TRUE value if any note of the hord 1 and any note
of the hord 2 provide a TRUE outome for the funtion f. In both instanes
the funtion f would be of the form shown in Code 5.9 on the following page.
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Code 5.9: Type of Funtion to be Mathed
function ::B40 → B40 → Bool
5.5 Partially-Consumptive Parsers
As seen in Setion 4.2 on page 55, parsers typially onsume at least some
part of their input. Hutton's sueed parser [60℄ is a parser that does not
onsume its input, but it does so unonditionally, orresponding to ǫ in BNF
notation. A similar onstrut is found in most parsing systems. The notesan
parser, presented in Code 5.10, requires no additional parameter. Additionally
it speially sans, but does not onsume, a single note, the only ondition
being that there is suient input to san. The provision for multiple notes in
the leading hord, as for the noteitem, is maintained.
Code 5.10: Sanning Parser
notescan :: Parser B40
notescan =λ inp → case inp of
[] → []
(x : xs) → [(xel , x : xs) | xel ← x ]
Clariation may be gained by examining the onstrution of a text parser with
similar funtionality, as shown in Code 5.11.
Code 5.11: Sanning Text Parser
type TxtParser a =String → [(a,String)]
itemscan :: TxtParser Char
itemscan =λ inp → case inp of
[] → []
(x : xs) → [(x , x : xs)]
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Applying this parser on textual input would yield results suh as those in Figure
5.5.
Figure 5.5: Sanning Text Parser in Operation
~$ itemsan "what is a parser"
[("w","what is a parser")℄
The usefulness of suh a parser for text appliations will not be disussed but
it seems likely that it ould be applied to languages where words an share
haraters or glyphs.
5.5.1 Partial Consumption over Sets of Numbers
As this use of a non-onsumptive parser is entirely novel, a further example is
provided whih illustrates a eld of appliation. This example shows why this
tehnique is neessary, and introdues some additional onstraints when using
elemental parsers in ombination.
Consider a system that is required to dedue if a sequene of numbers is as-
ending and at what point in the input stream the numbers ease to asend.
The problem an be stated thus
Let there be some parser that takes some sequene of integers as
an input and returns the sequene of integers whih onseutively
asend by 1.
{ui : ui ∈ Z, un+1 − un = 1}
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At the outset, the size of the set of integers whih will be returned annot be
known, other than trivially that it an be no larger than the input set. Combi-
natorialy, the system an be required to parse eah subsequent pair of integers
for the ondition un+1 − un = 1, providing the last parse was suessful. As-
sume that there is some traditionally onsumptive parser pairGT that onsumes
a pair of integers if the dierene between the rst and seond is exatly 1. The
operation of suh a parser is shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Parsing an Asending Pair
~$ pairGT [1,2,3,4,5℄
[((1,2),[3,4,5℄)℄
The pairGT parser appears to funtion orretly, but needs to be repeatedly
applied to parse the remainder of the input for the onstraining ondition. Let
there also be some ombinator list, whose operation is shown in Figure 5.7,
that allows the system to repeatedly apply the pairGT parser until failure and
atten the results into a list.
Figure 5.7: Parsing Multiple Asending Pairs
~$ list . pairGT [1,2,3,4,5℄
[([1,2,3,4℄),[5℄)
The problem whih an be observed here is that while it is understood that
the pair (4,5) satises the ondition, it is not parsed as part of the ondition
satisfying sequene; only an even number of elements will be parsed. Looking
at Figure 5.8 on the following page, a seond problem an be observed.
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Figure 5.8: The Problem of Disontinuity
~$ list . pairGT [8,9,6,7,4℄
[([8,9,6,7℄,[4℄)℄
There is no way of verifying the relationship between the 2n and 2n+1 elements,
whih, in this instane, does not full the ondition. A non-onsumptive parser
is therefore used, as in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: A Partially Consumptive Parser for Asending Number Pairs
~$ pairGTpp [1,2,3,4,5℄
[((1,2),[2,3,4,5℄)℄
If the same list ombinator is used, the system will double-parse most of the
elements, though it an now be seen, in Figure 5.10, that all elements may be
onsumed in a list with an odd number of elements satisfying the ondition.
Figure 5.10: Side-Eet of Partial Consumption
~$ list . pairGTpp [1,2,3,4,5℄
[([1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5℄,[℄)℄
Finally, a ombinator must be introdued that disallows the dupliation of the
un-onsumed elements. The operation of this ombinator in onjuntion with
the partially onsumptive parser provides exatly the outome desired, as shown
in Figure 5.11 on the following page.
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Figure 5.11: Combining Partially Consumptive Parsers
~$ listp . pairGTpp [1,2,3,4,5,1℄
[([1,2,3,4,5℄,[5,1℄)℄
Now, the last element in the asending sequene, though it does appear in the
list of integers satisfying the ondition, is not onsumed. This may or may not
be desirable. If the next operation were to look for sequenes of numbers where
un − un+1 = 1 (i.e. desending), that element, (5) , may in fat belong to
both ondition satisfying sequenes. A further parser to onsume this hanging
element ould be added as a failure ase for the listp ombinator if an element
may only belong to one higher level struture. This would not generally be
true in musi sine individual notes often belong to two or more overlapping
strutures.
5.6 Combining non-onsumptive parsers to parse
musial strutures
For the purposes of parsing diatoni interval, aidentals may be ignored, so
that a diatoni step is dened as notes whih are one letter name apart. Se-
quential diatoni pithes therefore have a dierene of 1 in basis-7. Whilst the
underlying pith notation is basis-40 , it is easy to onvert this to a basis-7
notation orresponding to pith name and aidental. At the highest level, the
parser for a sequene satisfying some ondition is formed as in Code 5.12 on the
next page.
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Code 5.12: Parser for a Sequene Satisfying some Boolean Condition
seqsat :: Parser Seq → (Seq → Bool) → ABParser Seq
seqsat p c =p ‘bind ‘ λ x → if c x then always x else never
Note that it is not neessary to expliitly state the length of the sequene whih
will be returned, neither is a onstraint on individual elements of the sequene
speied.
The ombinators somelap and manylap, desribed below, ombine partially on-
sumptive parsers while the funtion lap ensures that the overlapping notes are
not doubly represented in the output. The instane of lap in Code 5.13 allows
for only one overlapping note at the head of eah struture after the rst.
Code 5.13: Combinators for Partially Consumptive Parsers
somelap :: forall a. (Seq − > [([a], Seq)])− > Seq − > [([a], Seq)]
somelap p =(p ‘pseq ‘ manylap p) ‘using ‘ lap
manylap :: forall a. (Seq − > [([a], Seq)])− > Seq − > [([a], Seq)]
manylap p =(somelap p) ‘choice‘ always []
lap :: forall a. ([a], [a])− > [a]
lap (xh, []) =xh
lap (xh, xt) =xh + + (tail xt)
5.6.1 Desending Parser
A partially onsumptive parser for a pair of hords, duplet, an be employed
with a prediate seqstepdown, whose result is True when at least one pair of
notes within the hord pair is stepwise desending, to form hordown, as shown
in Code 5.14 on the next page.
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Code 5.14: Parser for Stepwise Desending Sequene
chordown :: Parser Seq
chorddown =seqsat duplet seqstepdown
The length of the sequene returned is either two notes or zero, if the ondition
is not satised. In theory there is a shortoming in this funtion. Errors will
our if the b7interval embedded in the seqstepdown funtion returns the
value 1 but the basis-12 interval is either 0 (e.g. D♭ to C♯) or positive (e.g.
F♭♭ to E♯). Pratially, this problem has never arisen with the works input to
the system, and the funtion ould be re-written to hek for this ondition
should this error be manifested during operation. A parser for simple stepwise
desending strutures an now be formed by repeatedly applying the hordown
parser, as shown in Code 5.15.
Code 5.15: Parser for Desending Sequenes
descent :: Parser Seq
descent =seqsat (somelap chorddown) length3
The additional onstraint, length3, ensures that the result is not trivially short.
Applying this parser to musial input (Bah unaompanied 'ello suite) yields
results as shown in gure 5.12, where the rst 8 notes form a stepwise desending
sequene.
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Figure 5.12: Prélude BWV1009, Bars 1-2
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheadsnoteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads
noteheads
noteheads
4
3 noteheads noteheads
noteheads
clefs
$~ desent [[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,
[(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,
[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄, [(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄
[([[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄,[[(0,-1)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,
[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄)℄
5.6.2 Asending Parser
An equivalent parser for asending stepwise sequenes an be formed using the
simple hordupparser and is shown in Code 5.16.
Code 5.16: Parser for asending sequenes
ascent :: Parser Seq
ascent =seqsat (somelap chordup) length3
When this parser is applied to the seond and third bars of the Prelude from
Bah's third 'ello suite, the results, in sore and programmati output forms,
will be as in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.13: Prélude BWV 1009, Bars 2-3
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads
clefs
noteheads43 noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
noteheadsnoteheads
noteheads noteheads noteheads
noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheads
$~asent [[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,
[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,
[(29,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,
[(12,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄℄
[([[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄℄,[[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,
[(29,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,
[(12,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄℄)℄
5.6.3 Neighbour
The onstrution of a parser for a neighbour-note struture, is slightly more
omplex than the parsers desribed in Setions 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 sine there are
four forms that the struture an take. Looking at Code 5.17, neighbourup is
a parser for an upper neighbour where the auxiliary note is one step above the
objet note.
Code 5.17: Parser Primitives for Neighbour-Note Strutures
neighbourup =((chordup ‘pseq ‘ chorddown) ‘using ‘ lap) ‘choice‘ chorddown
neighbourdown =((chorddown ‘pseq ‘ chordup) ‘using ‘ lap) ‘choice‘ chordup
The parsers for upper and lower neighbour strutures an then be ombined,
as in Code 5.18 on the next page. In all ases the hoie ombinator ats by
hoosing the rst suessful parser, onsidering the left hand parser rst, or
failing if both parsers fail. The appliation of the parser to a musial example
an be seen in Figure 5.14 on the following page.
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Code 5.18: Parser for Neighbour-Note Strutures
neighbour :: Parser Seq
neighbour =neighbourup ‘choice‘ neighbourdown
Figure 5.14: Courante BWV 1007, Bars 5-6noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsaccidentals noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsclefs
4
3 noteheads
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads
$~ neighbour [[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,
[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄℄
[([[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄℄,[[(0,0)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,
[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄℄)℄
5.6.4 Passing
For ompleteness, the onstrution of a parser for the passing-note struture is
inluded, though pratially it an be replaed with a speial instane of the
parsers for asending and desending strutures. The primitives and nal parser
are shown in Code 5.19 on the next page and the appliation of the parser is
shown in Figure 5.15 on the following page.
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Code 5.19: Passing-Note Parser
passingdown =(chorddown ‘pseq ‘ chorddown) ‘using ‘ lap
passingup =(chordup ‘pseq ‘ chordup) ‘using ‘ lap
passing :: Parser Seq
passing =passingup ‘choice‘ passingdown
Figure 5.15: Prélude BWV 1007, Bar 14
noteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsaccidentals noteheads noteheads
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsclefs timesig noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheads
noteheads
$~ passing [[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄℄
[([[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄℄,[[(12,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄℄)℄
5.7 Summary
Muh of the utility and power of the system as laid out is mostly readily seen in
the subsequent hapters, but we an already note some advanement. The most
striking aspet is the ability to handle overlapping elements, as in the ombi-
nation detailed in Code 5.17 on page 88. The ability to see disparate elements
whih hinge upon a single note is unique in the literature reviewed, as a result
of the novel lap ombinator. This allows for parsing the relationship between
tokens, as well as the absolute value of tokens, whih is vital for thorough and
useful parsing of musial tokens.
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The examples in this hapter show the system operating through a ommand
line interfae, a feature of interative haskell development tools suh as hugs
[63℄ and ghi[78℄. Developing software with a ommand-line interfae an allow
quik and easy debugging, but in order to provide a sterner test for the parsers,
real musial examples should be available as inputs to the system. The utility
of this interative testing and development should not be lightly disregarded.
Having suessfully proved the fundamentals of the system with single elemen-
tal parsers (and given the restritions on page 70), the next hapters looks at
enjoining these parts to parse entire musial passages.
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Chapter 6
Integrating and Combining
Parsers
In order to analyse an entire work, it will be neessary to inrease the funtion-
ality of the parser ombinators. As desribed in Chapter 5, the parsers urrently
within the system are eah apable of deteting a single miro-struture at the
head of the input. Clearly it is desirable to implement funtionality to full the
following three appliations.
1. The system an apply all the parsers and return the result(s) of those
parsers that are non-empty (simultaneous appliation)
2. The system an then apply all the parsers again so that more than one
set of results is returned (repeated appliation)
3. The system an bypass setions of the input where no miro-strutures are
found in order to apply the parsers to the whole of the input (appliation
until ompletion)
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Methods for these types of ombination are desribed in Setion 6.1.
Also in this hapter, the methodology used to interfae the parsers with sore
les will be disussed, thus allowing results to be graphially represented. This
is detailed in Setions 6.2 on page 99 and 6.3 on page 101 .
6.1 Parser Combination
Proedures to ahieve ombination of parsers are established in the literature
(Setion 4.2 on page 55), but some need to be reonsidered given the ombination
of partially-onsumptive parsers and other fators.
6.1.1 Simultaneous Combination
It should be understood that a simultaneous appliation of parsers implies that
they both operate over the same input. A typial text parser may use a hoie
or alt ombinator to apply parsers simultaneously. The hoie ombinator
will return at most one result, while the alt ombinator, shown in Code 6.1 ,
may produe a more omplex result.
Code 6.1: Typial Form of the 'alt' Combinator
alt :: Parser a → Parser a → Parser a
p ‘alt ‘ q =λ inp → (p inp ++ q inp)
If both the parsers p and q are suessful, the results are seen onatenated
(the results are onatenated in every ase, but this will not be obvious in the
output if either p inp or q inp returns [℄). Comparing Figure 6.1 with Figure
5.13, it an be seen that set of result now ontains two (Seq,Seq) tuplets,
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orresponding to the suesses of the desent and passing parsers. The sore
markup is presented on two separate lines.
Figure 6.1: Prélude BWV1009, Bars 1-2
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
4
3 noteheadsnoteheads
noteheads
noteheads noteheads
4
3clefs noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
clefs
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
$~ (desent `alt` passing) [[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,
[(17,-1)℄, [(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,
[(23,-2)℄, [(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄, [(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,
[(29,-2)℄, [(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄
[([[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄,[[(0,-1)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,
[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄),([[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄℄,[[(23,-1)℄,
[(17,-1)℄, [(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,
[(23,-2)℄,[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄, [(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,
[(29,-2)℄, [(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄)℄
The hoie parser, shown in Code 6.2 makes a 'deision' based on a preedene;
a preferene is established for one parse outome over another for the leftmost
suessful parser. This is to say that that a system will 'hoose' to try one
parser after another and return the result orresponding to the rst suessful
parser.
Code 6.2: Typial Form of the 'hoie' Combinator
choice :: Parser a → Parser a → Parser a
p ‘choice‘ q =λ inp → case (p ‘alt ‘ q) inp of
[] → []
(x : xs) → [x ]
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It is relatively simple to extend the hoie parser to hoose between any number
of parsers, using an extended ombinator suh as pllel in Code 6.3.
Code 6.3: A Combinator for 'hoie' over 2 or More Parsers
pllel :: [Parser a] → Parser a
pllel ap =case (length ap) of
2 → (head ap) ‘choice‘ (last ap)
otherwise → (head ap) ‘choice‘ (pllel (tail ap))
Comparing Figure 5.14 on page 89 and Figure 6.2, it an be seen that the results
are the same, whih is the expeted outome sine only the neighbour parser
will sueed on this input.
Figure 6.2: Courante BWV 1007, Bars 5-6noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsaccidentals noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsclefs
4
3 noteheads
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads
$~ pllell [asent,desent,neighbour℄ [[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,
[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,
[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄℄
[([[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄℄,[[(0,0)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,
[(35,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄℄)℄
6.1.2 Repeated Appliation
Combinators for repeated appliation of a parser were introdued in Code 5.11
on page 84, but this was in the ontext of a partially-onsumptive parser for
single struture. Here, onsideration is given to repeated appliation of some
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parser, whih has been assembled through some form of ombination, to reog-
nise a number of strutures. These ombinators are shown in Code .
Code 6.4: Combinators for Repeating the Appliation of Parsers
many :: Parser a → Parser [a]
many p =(some p) ‘choice‘ always []
some :: Parser a → Parser [a]
some p =p ‘bind ‘ λ x →
many p ‘bind ‘ λ xs →
always (x : xs)
Neither the asent or desent parser an usefully be repeated using these om-
binators. Sine the nal note of the result sequene is not onsumed, and the
losure of the results implies the next note pair not satisfying the ondition, it
is impossible for the parser to sueed again at that point.
The use of the hoie parser may seem ontrary to the stated purpose of avoid-
ing prediation rules (Setion 4.5 on page 61). It is suient to note that the in
the nal system, suh a prediation will only be used where the rejeted result
is always a musial sub-result of the retained result. At this stage in the system,
the nature of the parsers and the musial strutures whih they return ensures
that disambiguation is rarely neessary.
Consider the example in Figure 6.3 on the following page whih paraphrases
a melodi theme used by Saint-Saëns in his Le Carnaval des Animaux. The
parser repeatedly hooses whih of the three parsers an sueed over the in-
put. Conveniently all the elements overlap by exatly one note, so that the
whole input is identied, even though the nal note is not onsumed.
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Figure 6.3: Theme from Le Carnaval des Animaux
noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsclefs noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
timesig
noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
$~ many (pllel [desent, asent, neighbour℄) [[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,
[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,
[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(12,0)℄,[(17,0)℄,[(23,0)℄,[(17,0)℄,
[(12,0℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(12,0)℄,[(17,0)℄,
[(23,0)℄,[(17,0)℄,[(12,0)℄,[(6,0)℄℄
[([[[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄℄,[[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄℄,
[[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄℄,[[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄℄,
[[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(12,0)℄,[(17,0)℄,[(23,0)℄℄,[[(23,0)℄,
[(17,0)℄,[(12,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,[(0,0)℄℄,[[(0,0)℄,[(6,0)℄,
[(12,0)℄,[(17,0)℄,[(23,0)℄℄,[[(23,0)℄,[(17,0)℄,[(12,0)℄,
[(6,0)℄℄℄,[[(6,0)℄℄)℄
6.1.3 Complete input parsing
The set of parsers presented up to this point in the thesis is not laimed to parse
every possible input to the system; the onstituent parsers annot be said to
produe a generative grammar, nor are they intended to. It is therefore unlikely
that the system so far presented, even under simultaneous and repeated applia-
tion, will be able to parse a omplete piee of musi. Sine it is useful to identify
all ourrenes of struture in a piee, this shortoming must be overome.
The noteitem parser has already been demonstrated as being able to onsume
a single note from its input. Raising noteitem to the level of a parser for
sequenes an be ahieved as in Code 6.5 on the next page.
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Code 6.5: Item-Like Parser for Sequenes
seqitem :: Parser Seq
seqitem =λ inp → case inp of
[] → []
(x : xs) → [([x ], xs)]
Adding the seqitem parser into the system as an option when all the other
parsers have failed, it an be ensured that the whole input will eventually be
onsumed. Comparing Figure 6.4 to Figure 5.13 on page 88, and marking up
only those results not produed by the noteitem parser, it an be seen that the
system an ontinue to parse its input, even when no signiant features are
enountered.
Figure 6.4: Prélude BWV1009, Bars 1-3
noteheads noteheads
noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheads
noteheads noteheads
noteheads noteheads
noteheads
noteheads
noteheadsnoteheads
noteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsnoteheads43
noteheads
noteheadsclefs noteheads
$~ many(pllel[desent,asent,neighbour,seqitem℄) [[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,
[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,
[(23,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,
[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,
[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄
,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄℄
[([[[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄,[[(0,-1)℄℄,[[(23,-2)℄℄,[[(12,-2)℄℄,[[(23,-2)℄℄,
[[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄℄,[[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,
[(29,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄℄,[[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄℄,[[(17,-1)℄℄,[[(6,-1)℄℄℄,[℄)℄
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6.2 Marking Up Results
As the number of individual parsers being applied to the input inreases, the
possibility of onfusion as to the nature of spei setions of the results will
arise. To surmount this problem, it is useful to assign a textual 'tag' to the result
of eah parser. This proedure is referred to in Hutton's desription of lexial
analysis [60℄. Eah lexial unit reovered by the parsing proess is assigned a
desriptive textual tag, and the pairing of the lexial unit and tag is termed a
token. The whole proess is enapsulated within a parser
6.2.1 Simple Parsers and Tags
In order to assoiate a tag with a parser, the two piees of information are
enapsulated within a Token. The type denition for a Token is provide in
Code 6.6.
Code 6.6: Type Denition for a Token
type Token = (String , Seq)
It is now possible to ombine a parser for sequenes with a textual tag to produe
a parser for the Token type. The inx operator tok in Code 6.7 performs this
ombination.
Code 6.7: Attahing a Tag to the Results of a Parser
tok :: Parser Seq → String → Parser Token
p ‘tok ‘ t =λ inp → [((t , x ), xs) | (x , xs) ← p inp]
When this parser is applied to an input, the result from the system will be as
in Figure 6.5 on the next page, where it is now more lear as to the nature of
the result.
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Figure 6.5: Appliation of a Parser for Tokens
noteheads noteheads noteheads noteheads noteheadstimesig noteheadsaccidentalsclefs noteheadsnoteheads
Passing Note
noteheads
noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheads
$~ (passing `tok` "Passing Note") [[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,
[(12,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,
[(29,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄℄
[(("Passing Note",[[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄℄),[[(12,-1)℄,
[(23,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(18,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,
[(18,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(23,-2)℄℄)℄
6.2.2 Tagging a Complete Parse
The tagging of a struture is the nal proess in parsing an input, so assoiating
a group of parsers with the appropriate tag requires a new ombinator, shown
in Code 6.8.
Code 6.8: A Combinator for Parsers and Tags
mlex :: [(Parser Seq , String)] → Parser [Token]
mlex =many . (foldr op never)
where (p, t) ‘op‘ xs = (p ‘tok ‘ t) ‘alt ‘ xs
In the nal tagging example in Figure 6.6 on the next page, the results are
similar to those of Figure 6.4, with the addition of the single harater tags.
The use of single harater tags as ompared to a more omplete desription is
disussed in Setion 6.3.
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Figure 6.6: Prélude BWV1009, Bars 1-3
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$~ mlex [(asent, "A"),(desent,"D"),(neighbour, "N"),
(seqitem, "")℄[[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,
[(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,
[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,[(12,-2)℄, [(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄, [(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,
[(17,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄℄
[([("D",[[(0,0)℄,[(35,-1)℄,[(29,-1)℄,[(23,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄,
[(12,-1)℄,[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄℄),("",[[(0,-1)℄℄),("",[[(23,-2)℄℄),
("",[[(12,-2)℄℄),("",[[(23,-2)℄℄),("A",[[(0,-2)℄,[(6,-2)℄,
[(12,-2)℄,[(17,-2)℄,[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄℄),("D",[[(6,-1)℄,[(0,-1)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,
[(23,-2)℄℄),("A",[[(23,-2)℄,[(29,-2)℄,[(35,-2)℄,[(0,-1)℄,
[(6,-1)℄,[(12,-1)℄,[(17,-1)℄℄),("",[[(17,-1)℄℄),
("",[[(6,-1)℄℄)℄,[℄)℄
6.3 Displaying System Results
The thesis has to this point desribed methods for produing output at the om-
mand line. The proesses involved in transforming these results into the graph-
ial examples that have aompanied the preeding gures is now desribed.
6.3.1 Denemo
Denemo is a graphial front-end to the Lilypond sore reation tool. It uses an
XML shema, ompressed with a Lempel-Ziv [110℄ algorithm, for storing sore
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data. It is therefore most faile to use an XML parser to transform the sore
les into the form readable by the analyti system. The HaXml toolkit was used
for this purpose, though this required more integration than was initially envis-
aged. HaXml inludes a tool for generating parsers from a valid XML DTD
6.1
,
but due to errors and inonsistenies in the Denemo DTD, and slight dierenes
between the intended uses of HaXml and those employed in the system, this was
not a viable option. The system for extrating information from the sore le
was therefore manually assembled using HaXml primitives.
The XML struture is suh that the sore is made up of stas whih ontain
voies. Eah voie is onstruted of measures, and eah measure ontains hords
made up of notes. In order to merge a sore into a single Seq type sequene,
eah voie is deonstruted into series of tuples, eah ontaining a hord and an
onset time. By omparing the onset times of the hords in eah voie, the hords
an be merged and sequened into a oherent stream from whih the onset times
are removed to leave only the information required by the analyti parser. In
the diagrammati representation of the denemo data struture in Figure 6.7 on
the following page, the shaded elements indiate that there may be one or more
of that element within the parent element e.g. one or more notes in a hord.
This is not a omplete desription but makes lear the hierarhial struture.
6.1
Doument Type Denition
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Figure 6.7: Denemo Data Struture
One tags have been assigned by the analyti system, it beomes neessary to
mark this information and the struture groupings into the sore le. To do
this, it was neessary to uniquely identify eah note so that all strutures ould
be aurately desribed. Denemo inludes within its format an xml-id for eah
event, so the unique identiation of notes ould simply be ahieved by adding
this information to the analyti data type for notes, as in Code 6.9.
Code 6.9: Note Data Type with Unique ID
type Note =(Int , Int , Int)
The part of the system whih re-integrates the strutural information into the
Denemo le is not optimised for speed. It simply sans the entire sore until
the note with the orret xml-id is found. Clearly this an be improved but its
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performane is not a barrier to the funtionality of the system as a whole.
6.3.2 Lilypond
Simple markup of analytial features is not supported natively Denemo, whih
is to say that there is no internal data type exlusively orresponding to suh a
feature. Denemo does though provide for any Lilypond funtion to be inluded
verbatim as a lily-diretive. These features do not have a graphial represen-
tation within Denemo, but are rendered by Lilypond when that is used as the
output engine.
Three Lilypond features have been assessed for use in marking out the stru-
tures within the sore. None seems to be entirely suitable, but is within the
spirit of the development of sore notation that new ideas should eventually
spawn new graphial forms, and it is to be hoped that systems suh as this will
impat upon the development of sore-editing software.
6.3.2.1 Analysis Brakets
Analysis brakets were added to Lilypond at version 2.0, and so were not avail-
able at the ommenement of the researh for this thesis. Their advent seems at
rst an ideal solution, as they provide square edged brakets starting and ending
on speied notes. Two problems beame apparent with the routines for this
feature. Firstly, a new braket annot begin on the same note as another ends
beause this forms a rogue one not braket on the overlapping note. Seondly
that although nesting is possible, it is not possible to have two layers of anno-
tation unless one is a subset of the other. Text annotations to the braket must
be added separately, but this is easily ahieved. Figures 6.1 on page 94, 6.2 on
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page 95, and 6.5 use analysis brakets. In order to ahieve full use for analysis
brakets, eah braket should probably be uniquely speied so that start and
end points annot be onfused.
6.3.2.2 Phrase Marks
Phrase marks are often used by omposers to indiate intended performane
strutures. This means that they an only be used on un-artiulated sores,
whih is somewhat limiting, and even then might be mistaken by the asual ob-
server as slurs or some other original feature intended by the omposer. Even on
an unartiulated sore textual aompaniment must still be added separately.
There is some sope for representing more than one layer of analysis sine Lily-
pond provides for a number of slurring and phrasing styles.
6.3.2.3 Pedal Brakets
Pedal Brakets are a feature intended for keyboard musi. As with phrases and
slurs, elements may end on the same note as a new braket begins. Figures 6.3
on page 97, 6.4 on page 98, and 6.6 on page 101 use pedal brakets. Sine a
pedal is either down or up, and annot therefore perform both funtions at one,
there is no need for the notation to support overlapping elements.
6.4 Summary
While simultaneous and repeated (points 1 & 2 on page 92)appliation of miro-
parsing elements is a feature ommon to all parsing systems, the set-wise output
of the monadi parser ombinators desribed here allow us to take forward the
result of all suessful miro-parsers. This is vital to fullling the desire that we
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avoid prediation rules (page 1).
The 3rd point (appliation until ompletion) might be regarded as an expe-
dient to ahieving a pseudo-omplete system. This status is somewhat altered
by 7.1 on the next page, and is essential for the future expansions of the system;
this will be a system that is not afraid to reveal its own shortomings.
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Chapter 7
Extension and Modiation of
the System
In this hapter, two additional parsers for struture are introdued, one of whih
infers struture and another whih is more traditional in operation. Further
modiations are made to the data struture to inlude more temporal infor-
mation, and investigations are made into the temporal groupings of notes.
7.1 An Inferential Parser
In Chapter 5, 4 parsers for miro-strutures were introdued, while the speial
ase of a single note event to allow omplete parsing of the input was introdued
in Setion 6.1.3 on page 97. When parsing some works, this is still suient
to mark-up only a small perentage of the input, but for other piees, they are
mostly unsuessful. One of the aims of this work is to limit the amount of a
priori knowledge required to perform an in depth analysis, so it may be useful
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for the system to provide some feedbak as to what kinds of new struture might
be useful in marking up a work.
Typially in a piee where only a small perentage of the ontent is onstruted
from the identied strutures, large portions of the input will be parsed by the
seqitem parser. Where only one seqitem separates eah large struture, this
implies only that the strutures do not overlap, that the pith distane between
he ending of one struture and the beginning of the next is greater than one
diatoni step. It would be possible to add a parser for a leap greater than one
diatoni step, but this would be quite a general result and might still produe
long sequenes of only that result. It seems then that the system would benet
from the addition of a parser apable of onsuming large portions of the input
not onsumed by other parsers.
7.1.1 Parsing for Failure
To resolve the problem presented in Setion 7.1 on the previous page, a parser
is reated whih sueeds where other speied parsers fail. The formation of
this parser is shown in Code 7.1.
Code 7.1: Parser whih sueeds on failure
interesting :: [Parser Seq ] → Parser Seq
interesting p =seqsat (pnone p) length3
p is the set of parsers whih must all fail for the interesting parser to sueed.
Additionally the length of the parsed input must be at least 3 notes long, sine
interesting strutures with a length of only 2 notes will be diatoni leaps. The
pnone parser in Code 7.2 on the next page is separated into two parts, with
noneagain onsuming a single seqitem before heking the suess of the set of
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parsers p using the pnone parser again, reursing one of the parsers sueeds.
Code 7.2: Parser primitives for suess from failure
pnone :: [Parser Seq ] → Parser Seq
pnone p =λ inp → case ((pllel p) inp) of
[] → noneagain p inp
otherwise → always [] inp
noneagain :: [Parser Seq ]− > Parser Seq
noneagain p =seqitem ‘bind ‘ λ y →
(pnone p) ‘bind ‘ λ z →
always (y + +z )
7.1.2 Using the Inferential Parser
The eet of the interesting parser is to return the longest ontinuous se-
quene of notes upon whih all of a set of parsers fail. The rationale for alling
this the interesting rather than the inferential parser is that the results
often form interesting new strutures.
In Figure 7.1 on the following page, the interesting parser an be seen in
operation, sueeding over the four notes that begin the Courante from the rst
'ello suite. In this instane, the interest is in outlining a toni hord, and a
similar motif is used for eah of the rst four bars to sketh a I-I-IV-V motion
in G major (though this is not dedued by the system).
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Figure 7.1: BWV 1007 Courante, bar 1
accidentals
flags
noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
noteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
4
3 noteheads noteheads
noteheadsclefs
~$ (interesting [asent,desent,neighbour℄) [[(23,-1,6)℄,
[(23,-1,9)℄,[(6,-1,11)℄,[(23,-2,14)℄,[(35,-1,16)℄,[(0,0,18)℄,
[(6,0,21)℄,[(0,0,23)℄,[(35,-1,25)℄,[(29,-1,27)℄℄
[([[(23,-1,6)℄,[(23,-1,9)℄,[(6,-1,11)℄,[(23,-2,14)℄℄,
[[(35,-1,16)℄,[(0,0,18)℄,[(6,0,21)℄,[(0,0,23)℄,[(35,-1,25)℄,
[(29,-1,27)℄℄)℄
The operation of the interesting parser diers slightly from the preeding stru-
tural parsers beause it does not use partial onsumption. The rst note of an
interesting result may belong to the result of a previously suessful parser, but
the last note identied by the interesting parser belongs only to the interest-
ing result. This follows logially from the onstrution of the parser. Figure 7.2
on the next page is a omplete parsing of the rst 4 bars of the Courante used
in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.2: Tokenising with the Complete Set of Parsers
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~$ mlex [((interesting [asent,desent,neighbour℄),"I"),
(asent,"A"),(desent,"D"),(neighbour,"N")℄
[[(23,-1,6)℄,[(23,-1,9)℄,[(6,-1,11)℄,[(23,-2,14)℄,[(35,-1,16)℄,
[(0,0,18)℄,[(6,0,21)℄,[(0,0,23)℄,[(35,-1,25)℄,[(29,-1,27)℄,
[(29,-1,27)℄,[(35,-1,30)℄,[(6,-1,32)℄,[(23,-2,35)℄,[(23,-1,37)℄,
[(29,-1,39)℄,[(35,-1,42)℄,[(23,-1,44)℄,[(12,-1,47)℄,[(0,-1,49)℄,
[(0,-2,51)℄,[(29,-1,54)℄,[(35,-1,56)℄,[(0,0,59)℄,[(35,-1,61)℄,
[(29,-1,63)℄,[(23,-1,65)℄,[(18,-1,68)℄,[(6,-1,70)℄,[(6,-2,73)℄,
[(6,-1,75)℄,[(12,-1,77)℄,[(18,-1,80)℄,[(23,-1,82)℄,[(29,-1,84)℄,
[(35,-1,86)℄℄
[([("I",[[(23,-1,6)℄,[(23,-1,9)℄,[(6,-1,11)℄,[(23,-2,14)℄℄),
("A",[[(35,-1,16)℄,[(0,0,18)℄,[(6,0,21)℄℄),("D",[[(6,0,21)℄,
[(0,0,23)℄,[(35,-1,25)℄,[(29,-1,27)℄℄),("I",[[(29,-1,27)℄,
[(35,-1,30)℄,[(6,-1,32)℄,[(23,-2,35)℄℄),("A",[[(23,-1,37)℄,
[(29,-1,39)℄,[(35,-1,42)℄℄),("I",[[(35,-1,42)℄,[(23,-1,44)℄,
[(12,-1,47)℄,[(0,-1,49)℄,[(0,-2,51)℄℄),("A",[[(29,-1,54)℄,
[(35,-1,56)℄,[(0,0,59)℄℄),("D",[[(0,0,59)℄,[(35,-1,61)℄,
[(29,-1,63)℄,[(23,-1,65)℄,[(18,-1,68)℄℄),("I",[[(18,-1,68)℄,
[(6,-1,70)℄,[(6,-2,73)℄℄),("A",[[(6,-1,75)℄,[(12,-1,77)℄,
[(18,-1,80)℄,[(23,-1,82)℄,[(29,-1,84)℄,[(35,-1,86)℄℄)℄,
[[(35,-1,86)℄℄)℄
7.2 Alternation Parser
A ommon struture in the Bah ello suites is formed when a moving part is
note-wise alternated with a stati pith. If the stati pith and moving part
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were to be onsidered as dierent voies, as they are indeed notated in several
editions of the suites, then the stati pith an be onsidered a pedal note. The
parser for this struture is therefore termed pedal, though this may not be
entirely musially aurate in every situation in whih it is suessful.
7.2.1 Constrution of the Alternation Parser
An alternation struture must be at least 5 notes in length to allow the formation
of the pedal like ation of the stati pith, for whih 3 instanes is the mini-
mum. The pedal parser is formed from multiple instanes of the pedalpoint
parser, whih is itself formed by heking a orretness funtion against three
onseutive notes. The remaining funtionality for this parser is desribed in
Appendix A.2, while the top-level funtions are shown in Code 7.3.
Code 7.3: Parser for Alternation
pedalpoint :: Parser Seq
pedalpoint =seqsat tripletnote pedalBin
pedal :: Parser Seq
pedal =seqsat (somelap pedalpoint) length5
The operation of the alternation parser is identied using the tag Pd so that no
onfusion is made with passing strutures that were previously identied by the
tag P. The funtion of the alternation parser is illustrated in Figure 7.3 on the
following page. It an be noted that the nal note of the input is not reognised
as part of the alternation struture. It seems logial here that it should, but
sine this will not always be the ase, it is reasonable for the parser to funtion
as it does.
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Figure 7.3: Alternation Example
noteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
4
3
noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheadsclefs noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
accidentalsnoteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsaccidentals noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads
~$ (pedal `tok` "Pd") [[(6,-1,300)℄,[(12,-1,302)℄,[(6,-1,304)℄,
[(18,-1,306)℄,[(6,-1,309)℄,[(12,-1,311)℄,[(6,-1,313)℄,
[(23,-1,315)℄,[(6,-1,318)℄,[(12,-1,320)℄,[(6,-1,322)℄,
[(29,-1,324)℄,[(6,-1,327)℄,[(12,-1,329)℄,[(6,-1,331)℄,
[(35,-1,333)℄,[(6,-1,336)℄,[(12,-1,338)℄,[(6,-1,340)℄,
[(1,0,342)℄,[(6,-1,345)℄,[(12,-1,347)℄,[(6,-1,349)℄
,[(6,0,351)℄℄
[(("Pd",[[(6,-1,300)℄,[(12,-1,302)℄,[(6,-1,304)℄,[(18,-1,306)℄,
[(6,-1,309)℄,[(12,-1,311)℄,[(6,-1,313)℄,[(23,-1,315)℄,
[(6,-1,318)℄,[(12,-1,320)℄,[(6,-1,322)℄,[(29,-1,324)℄,
[(6,-1,327)℄,[(12,-1,329)℄,[(6,-1,331)℄,[(35,-1,333)℄,
[(6,-1,336)℄,[(12,-1,338)℄,[(6,-1,340)℄,[(1,0,342)℄,
[(6,-1,345)℄,[(12,-1,347)℄,[(6,-1,349)℄℄),[[(6,-1,349)℄,
[(6,0,351)℄℄)℄
7.3 Temporally Ordering Polyphoni Input
All the examples of musial input to the system to date have been, if not mono-
phoni, at least sored for a single instrument. There have therefore been few
instanes where multiple notes are sounding simultaneously. The method for
grouping notes together into the struture has been based on onset times i.e.
notes that begin together are grouped together. There are however two alter-
native methods for grouping notes.
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7.3.1 Group by Termination
Notes an be grouped together aording to their termination time. This is
oneptually similar to the method outlined in the previous paragraph exept
that notes that end together are grouped together. This method will typially
produe quite dierent vertial grouping strutures, as shown in the example in
Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.4: Temporal Grouping Strategies
dotsdotsdotsdots
dotsdotsdotsdots
dotsdotsdotsdots
dotsdotsdotsdots
dotsdotsdotsdots
dotsdotsdotsdotsnoteheads noteheads
noteheadsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads noteheadsclefs noteheads noteheads
noteheads noteheadstimesig noteheads
noteheads
The rst bar ontains three voies; one using only a semi-breve, one using minims
and the other using rothets. The seond bar shows the notes grouped by onset
time, and the third bar show grouping by termination time. In both grouping
instanes, eah note appears in only one vertial struture.
7.3.2 Group by Sounding
Notes an also be grouped into those that are sounding simultaneously. For
this strategy to be ompletely implemented, notes must be allowed to exist in
more than one vertial struture. This is the most omplete solution to the
problem of temporal organisation, but provides for some unwanted results. It
would be possible for sustained notes to our more than one in disovered
strutures, whih is potentially undesirable. Realling Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5 on
the following page shows, in the seond bar, how a grouping based on sounding
tones would funtion.
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Figure 7.5: Organisation by Sounding Tones
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In the above examples, the number of groupings produed by eah strategy was
the same, but this need not be the ase.
7.4 Modiation of the Data Struture
Given the onsiderations presented in Setion 7.3 on page 113, it an be onsid-
ered beneial for the system to ontain temporal information for eah note.
This potentially allows the temporal struture to be hanged mid-analysis,
rather as the note-basis an be hanged. Temporal information is stored in
a frational manner analogous to the Amerian model, where a rothet is
termed a quarter-note. The data-type used for frations is from Jan Skibin-
ski's Fration module [102℄. Using frations allows the exat representation of
onset and duration times for tuplets, and is the method employed in Haskore
[57℄.
7.4.1 Redening the Data Strutures
Eah note will now be represented by a 5-tuplet, as in Code 7.4 on the following
page, with the 1st Fration representing onset time, and the seond represent-
ing duration. It will beome apparent that a reonstrution of the data struture
is taking plae, so it is reasonable to use a new nomenlature for notes, though
N5 and Note are funtionally equivalent.
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Code 7.4: 5-tuplet Note Representation
type N 5 = (Int , Int , Int , Int , Int)
The next hierarhi level was the Crd element, a list of notes. Although this
struture remains, now as a list of N5 notes, the term hord is now more mis-
leading, sine the list may represent either a vertial or horizontal struture. To
dierentiate between the two, two additional homo-types , HSlie for horizontal
lists and VSlie for vertial, are introdued, shown in Code 7.5.
Code 7.5: Redened Crd and Homo-Types
type Crd =[N 5]
type HSlice =[N 5]
type VSlice =[N 5]
At the top level, a similar strategy is employed with two additional homo-types
for Seq. These ontain the Crd homo-types whih are orthogonally oriented
within their list. Thus an HSlab is a horizontal list of VSlie vertial note
groupings. The three top-level strutures are desribed in Code 7.6.
Code 7.6: Redened Seq and Homo-Types
type Seq =[[N 5]]
type HSlab =[VSlice]
type VSlab =[HSlice]
Figure 7.6 on the next page is inluded as an example of an imported denemo
le; in this ase, the rst two bars of the Prelude BWV1007.
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Figure 7.6: Prelude BWV1007, 5-tuplet enoding
[[(23,-2,4,0,1/16),(6,-1,6,1/16,1/16),(35,-1,8,1/8,1/16),
(29,-1,10,3/16,1/16),(35,-1,13,1/4,1/16),(6,-1,15,5/16,1/16),
(35,-1,17,3/8,1/16),(6,-1,19,7/16,1/16),(23,-2,22,1/2,1/16),
(6,-1,24,9/16,1/16),(35,-1,26,5/8,1/16),(29,-1,28,11/16,1/16),
(35,-1,31,3/4,1/16),(6,-1,33,13/16,1/16),(35,-1,35,7/8,1/16),
(6,-1,37,15/16,1/16),(23,-2,40,1,1/16),(12,-1,42,17/16,1/16),
(0,0,44,9/8,1/16),(35,-1,46,19/16,1/16),(0,0,49,5/4,1/16),
(12,-1,51,21/16,1/16),(0,0,53,11/8,1/16),(12,-1,55,23/16,1/16),
(23,-2,58,3/2,1/16),(12,-1,60,25/16,1/16),(0,0,62,13/8,1/16),
(35,-1,64,27/16,1/16),(0,0,67,7/4,1/16),(12,-1,69,29/16,1/16),
(0,0,71,15/8,1/16),(12,-1,73,31/16,1/16)℄℄
7.4.2 Reperussions
Prior to the reformation of the data struture, the grouping of notes into ver-
tial time-oriented Crd elements was performed at the point of importing data
from the denemo XML le, and any temporal information was then disarded.
This is no-longer neessary sine all temporal information is maintained within
eah note. Denemo presents notes in terms of horizontally oriented voies, and
so the path of least resistane is to aept this as the initial data format within
the system i.e. a VSlab of HSlie elements.
Two funtions an now be introdued that transform a VSlab into an HSlab,
aording two the rst two strategies in Setion 7.3.
7.5 Modied Top-Level Combinator
An alternative to mlex introdued in Setion 6.2.2 on page 100 is shown whih
does not use prediation. In fat, no outomes are disarded, whih exponen-
tially inreases the volume of results. Firstly part of the mlex ombinator is
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abstrated out. Sine it is ommon to both top-level ombinators it seems log-
ial to ode it only one, as well as making the ode of the ombinators less
obtuse.
Code 7.7: Abstrated Funtion
op :: (Parser Seq ,String) → Parser Token → Parser Token
(p, t) ‘op‘ xs =(p ‘tok ‘ t) ‘alt ‘ xs
The ombinator itself branhes at every point where more than one struture
is present at the head of the input. The helper funtion tokenjoin is added
to ombine the results and reurse to the ombiner funtion. Examining the
funtions in Code 7.8, it an be seen that the need for inluding the seqitem
parser as an element of the list l of parsers is obviated. Failure of all the parsers
in l simply invokes the ombinator again beginning with the next element of
the input.
Code 7.8: Top-level Combinator
combiner :: [(Parser Seq , String)] → Parser [Token]
combiner l inp
| inp == [] = [([(”End”, inp)], inp)]
| otherwise = case (foldr op never l inp) of
[] → combiner l (tail inp)
x → concat [tokenjoin (t , s, l) | (t , s) ← x ]
tokenjoin :: (Token,Seq , [(Parser Seq ,String)]) → [([Token,Seq)]
tokenjoin (t , s, l) =[(t : t ′, s ′) | (t ′, s ′) ← (combiner l s)]
The eet of this parser is to reate a new entry in the list of results whenever
for any non-singular result at a given point int he input. This auses a large
volume of data to be produed, but it has the advantage of produing every
potential parse of the input expliitly. Storing and aessing this data is an
area where onsiderable time and omputational eort ould be saved, but it is
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the nature of the results whih is of interest and this is not materially impated
by the system as it stands.
7.5.1 Using the New Combinator
Figure 7.7 shows the new top-level ombinator in use. The results at the om-
mand line are abbreviated for larity but it an be seen that there are 4 sets
of results. These are produed by two ambiguities, eah with two possible in-
terpretations. It an be seen that the total number of interpretations is the
produt of the ambiguities at eah junture. Due to the struture of the rst
four bars of this Prelude (BWV1007), eah bar ontaining two bi-ambiguities,
there are 256 possible interpretations of those rst four bars alone. Given that
there are at least 20 bi-ambiguities in the Prelude, analysing it in it's entirety
may not be pratial.
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Figure 7.7: Using the new Combinator
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~$ ombiner1 [(pedal, "Pdl"),(stepwise, "St"),(neighbour, "Nb"),
((interesting [pedal,stepwise,neighbour℄),"Ig")℄
[[(23,-2,4,0,1/16)℄, ....,
[(6,-1,37,15/16,1/16)℄℄)
[([("Pdl",[[(35,-1,8,1/8,1/16)℄,....,
[(35,-1,35,7/8,1/16)℄℄),("End",[℄)℄,[℄),
([("Pdl",[[(35,-1,8,1/8,1/16)℄,....,
[(35,-1,31,3/4,1/16)℄℄),("End",[℄)℄,[℄),
([("Nb",[[(35,-1,8,1/8,1/16)℄,....,
[(35,-1,35,7/8,1/16)℄℄),("End",[℄)℄,[℄),
([("Nb",[[(35,-1,8,1/8,1/16)℄,....,
[(35,-1,31,3/4,1/16)℄℄),("End",[℄)℄,[℄)℄
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Chapter 8
Results
To assess the usefulness of the results produed by the system, they must be
ompared to human-prepared analyses of the same piees of musi. The Diran
Alexanian edition of the Bah 'ello suites [12℄ is a rihly annotated performane
edition, developed by a ellist who enjoyed a deades long ollaboration with
Cassals. This 1929 edition makes expliit the intended performane strutures,
as envisaged by the editor. Taking as an example the rst twelve bars of the rst
Gavotte from the 5th suite a omparison an be made between the Alexanian
edition in Figure 8.1 on the following page and the popular student edition of
August Wenzinger [13℄ in Figure 8.2 on page 123.
There are, most signiantly, dierenes in the atual pith ontent between
these, and other, ello suite editions. This is a onsequene of the lak of an
autograph edition, all good editions being based on a small number of histor-
ial transriptions. A fasimile of the Anna Magdalena Bah is inluded with
the Alexanian edition, although the auray of it's transription is frequently
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Figure 8.1: Alexanian edition (Salabert, 1929)
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Figure 8.2: Wenzinger edition (Bärenreiter, 1950)
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questioned, and there are ertainly inonsistenies, whih are generally taken as
errors. The other two named soures being a opy by J P Kellner and another
by J C Westphal.
The Alexanian edition an be seen to have a muh more expliit ngering nota-
tion than the Wenzinger edition. Every new note following a hange of position
is expliitly ngered with the intended string written beneath the stave in roman
numerals. The Wenzinger ngering is sparse by omparison, only indiating a
ngering at an (implied) hange of position.
8.1 Simple Combination
The rst full analysis was performed with the system as at Setion 6.2.2 on
page 100. The notated strutures are alternations, stepwise movements, and
neighbour motifs, notated Al, St, and Ne respetively. Beause the preferential
ombinator mlex was used for this analysis, this is also the preedene order
for disovered strutures. The beaming instrutions from the Alexanian edition
are inluded on the upper sta, and the system results on the lower sta. The
braketing and highlighting of the lower sta are entirely the produt of the
parser system, and I inlude an entire movement, rather than herry-pik a few
bars of partiularly interesting output.
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The system nds two alternation strutures in eah of the rst four bars, whih
align with strutural boundaries in the upper sta. Alexanians struture draws
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out the lower and higher notes into two voies. Sine no advie is given by
the system on how to perform an alternating struture, highlighting the overall
gure an be onsidered a suess within the onstraints of the system. The
neighbour note formed between the 3rd and 5th notes of eah half-bar are not
deteted beause of the preedene of the alternation struture; it will be dis-
overed, but only the rst struture will be notated.
It an be seen in fat that many of the alternation strutures disovered by
the system ontain neighbour strutures aross 3 pithes. There are two poten-
tial resolutions to this problem, either to allow both possibilities simultaneously
as in later versions of the system, or to allow the presene of strutures within
strutures, whih is not onsidered in this thesis .
Another artefat within this system an be seen in bar 9, where two step-
wise strutures have run together. Due to both strutures ontaining the 4th
semi-quaver E, and as a onsequene of using the lilypond analysis brakets, a
single braket spans both strutures, aidentally reating a higher level stru-
ture. Sine this is not an intended result, and the lowest level information is
oluded, this is not a desirable visual outome. The grouping within the inter-
mediate (xml) stages of the results is orret, and so the remedy is outwith the
diret sope of this work.
It an also be seen that there is no issue deteting either long strutures (e.g.
Alternation in bar 13) or bar line rossing (bars 31-36). This was not expeted,
but validates the systems handling of the input data.
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8.2 Alternative Simple Combination
In the analysis below, the order of the parsers supplied to the mlex ombina-
tor is reversed, i.e. neighbour, stepwise, alternation. The parser for interesting
strutures is also inluded, based on the failure of the other three named parsers.
This analysis is annotated using the lilypond pedal brakets.
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The priniple dierenes in the results are the detetion of neighbour strutures
where alternation strutures had ourred. This has a knok on eet of de-
teting further new strutures previously obsured by the alternation strutures.
If we ompare the rst bar from eah analysis, the neighbour feature is now
orretly identied, and would math up with the performane edition, while
the alternation struture is less helpful. We an also nd several Ig results in
this reading, relating to potentially interesting results. Some of these turn out
144
to not be terribly interesting, but we an see in bars 25,27 & 28 strutures
whih would be desribed as being broken hords, or arpeggio based. For the
analyst-developer, these would be pointers to help design new miro parsers.
8.3 Depth of Results
Finally, this result is unabridged, but only for the rst two bars. Limiting the
analysis to only 32 notes, there are still 16 possible readings through these open-
ing measures.
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There is a degree of dupliation evident in the results, but this is expeted, sine
the presene of a single small ambiguity reates two slightly divergent readings.
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A more sparse data form and presentation would ultimately be desirable, but
the presentation as is keeps with the stated aims of maximising information.
The braketing here is an artefat of lilypond, whereby a braket that ends
on a single note is onglomerated with a seond braket beginning on the same
note. This is manifested as longer brakets with the Tag for the seond struture
above the note that belongs to both the braketed strutures.
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Chapter 9
Conlusion and Disussion
A system that an parse musial struture has been reated, tested, and pre-
sented: the primary goal of the work as presented has been ahieved. It has
also beome apparent that in the intervening years sine this work was begun,
new avenues for researh have emerged for whih the work presented here an
provide a useful or even ruial omponent.
This work shows monadi parser ombinators that have been modied in a
novel manner to allow the prodution of systematially omplete outputs. This
is not only the rst appliation of monadi parser ombinators in musi researh,
but the modiations made, relating to the parallelisation of results, are also
unique and have proven to be an eetive way of extending the utility of parsers
onstruted in this fashion.
System outputs, as presented, are reated quikly and objetively, merging an-
alytial and representational tasks in a single proess. The hoie of lilypond,
as a vehile for presenting musi researh results in tandem with a sore, has
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been reently reinfored by its use in systems suh as Rameau [32℄ and PML
[15℄. Those systems also hoose to make this presentation/integration of results
and integral part of their orporate system, mirroring the approah taken here.
The depth (or breadth) of results was not required to be redued at any point
within the system (with the aveats set out below regarding representation).
This satises the supporting statement laid out in the initial delaration, and
reinfores the notion that we should not be bound to rereate human proesses
when employing omputation to ahieve some researh goal.
No a priori knowledge of the work analysed was required by the user. While it
is not envisaged that an untrained user would use the presented solution with
any regularity, removing the ability for an expert user to tune a query should
in fat inrease the utility of the system. If we allow users to delimit the sope
of an analysis, we will derease radially the hanes of learning anything new;
an expert query will usually seek to verify a hypothesis. A system whih merely
allows a user to make losed, onrmatory queries more quikly, would be a less
beneial deployment of this tehnology.
While useful onlusions may be drawn from the results presented in this thesis,
it would also be fair to say that the results are not a omplete musi parsing
system. Rather, they demonstrate the eetiveness of the framework whih
underpins them. That a piee of musi an be usefully analysed with suh a
small set of parsers is pleasing, but it also hallenges some preoneptions of
how we may understand musi, suggesting perhaps that this low-level approah
an provide more information than was previously expeted or assumed.
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The results shown previously an be seen to be at a hierarhially low level,
whih is in marked ontrast to the high-level results often presented in aademi
musi analysis. As disussed, it will rarely be pratial to perform a manual,
low-level analysis of a large work (statistial analysis of adenes in Bah 4-part
Chorales being a notable and laborious exeption, muh aided by suh work as
Reimenshneider [90℄). Aside from this, we might also reet that as listeners
(or performers), our real time or in the moment pereption of musi, as it
passes us by, is very muh a low-level experiene. While we may be able later,
either on reetion or as the musi progresses, to replay our experiene of what
we have heard and draw out a more over-arhing, high-level understanding, it
will never be systemati.
The parsers presented apture only a fration of musial struture, and more
parsers would need to be reated, and ideally generated, for a more omprehen-
sive system to be ahieved. The formation of the parsers and ombinators in
this work however represents an eetive and workable basis for suh a system
and it seems that there are no obstales to strutural detetion inherent within
it. Partially onsuming parsers have proved an eetive solution to the problem
at hand.
One fat whih has beome apparent is the inadequay of urrent sore ma-
nipulation software to represent multiple levels of strutural data. It might
even be onsidered whether a simultaneous graphial representation of all the
available strutural information is either feasible or desirable, though as noted
in Setion , a unitary representation is a feature of most extant analyses. It may
be onsidered that urrently published sholarly analyses frequently paraphrase
the works under analysis in order to onvey their ndings, but the ability to
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abstrat parts of a sore into parallel strutures is absent from all urrent tools.
Using a sore as a soure for an analysis has been shown to be both ahiev-
able and eetive. It is ertainly the ase that many of the earliest appliations
of omputation in musiology used an (often redued) representation of the
sore, whih we an asribe to a lak of raw omputational power to deal with
the more information rih resoures of live or reorded musi. The ability to
swith from horizontal to vertial representations of the sore has been ahieved,
and is an eetive way of surmounting the issues summarised in Setion . The
option for atomi elements to belong multiple elements as desribed in Setion
was shown in the results on page
9.1 Opportunities
Sine the ineption of this work, a number of elds have emerged within musi
researh wherein the systemati strutural information produed by the urrent
system ould usefully be employed. These areas inlude both areas where om-
putation is a fundamental aspet, and also those where omputation is used as
a tool in some more traditional musiologial proess.
9.1.1 Performane Markup Language
Pullinger et al [79℄ have drawn attention to the fat that
it has beome inreasingly obvious that tools available for the
presentation and storage of experimental data ... are virtually ab-
sent
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and have made eorts, in their Performane Markup Language (a superset of
MusiXML) to allow for musial struture information. PML was presented pre-
viously in [15℄, as a way of integrating both musial and gestural information
within a single ontainer format.What is laking at present is a way to produe
this struture information in a quik or even partially automated manner. Pro-
duing the information manually is time onsuming, as is transforming it into
a mahine readable format so that it an be imported into the PML. Sine the
work in this thesis is already interfaing with XML, is automated, and ould
easily be adapted to output in an alternative omputer readable format, it would
be eminently suited to plug this gap.
9.1.2 Empirial Musiology
The University of London hosted the rst Empirial Musiology onferene in
April 2008, and this is to be followed up by a seond onferene at Leeds Univer-
sity in 2010. Groups inluding the Institute of Musial Researh (IMR) at the
University of London, the Centre for Performane Siene (CPS) at the Royal
College of Musi, and the Soiety for Eduation Musi and Psyhology Researh
(SEMPRE), are typial stakeholders.
The empiriism is typially in the digital aquisition of musiologial data from
performane instanes (usually live, but information may still be gathered from
an audio reording. MaRithie et al [49℄, omment that previous systems
...measure variables suh as tempo and dynamis, and this is
usually done without muh onsideration of the musial struture.
but there is also an impliation that without a omputational approah to gener-
ating strutural information, the sope for aligning that information is limited.
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We an see again that the ability of the system presented in this work to pro-
due strutural information, in a short period of time, and in a mahine readable
format, makes it highly suited to leverage against this emerging eld of researh.
9.1.3 Musial Instrution Generation
Whilst there is a degree of writing on the subjet of struture in performane,
the more general texts [21℄ onern what strutures should be brought out in a
performane, rather than how that might be ahieved. This is ertainly under-
standable sine tehniques are instrument dependent. Eetively then, we have
isolated inidents of how to perform a spei piee on a spei instrument.
Of these, journals artiles are often enlightening, but diult to soure, while
printed editions may be presented without any supporting evidene for the de-
isions made.
A logial way to proeed ould be to use the system presented here to generate
strutural information about a piee, and ompare it with possible instrument
exeutions so that the boundaries oinide; a single performane struture suh
as a string position, slur or phrasing mark would then reinfore a musial stru-
tural. Sine the system is automated, and ould mark up the results at the same
time, experiments ould also be reated to test hypotheses about the interation
of gestural performane strutures and pereived or implied musial strutures.
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Appendix A
Additional Haskell Code
A.1 Additional funtions for Chapter 5
always :: a → Parser a
always a = λ inp → [(a, inp)]
never :: Parser a
never = λ inp → []
duplet :: Parser Seq
duplet =chorditem ‘bind ‘ λ x →
chordscan ‘bind ‘ λ y →
always (x : [y ])
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chorditem :: Parser Crd
chorditem = λ inp → case inp of
[] → []
(x : xs) → [(x , xs)]
chordscan :: Parser Crd
chordscan = λ inp → case inp of
[] → []
(x : xs) → [(x , x : xs)]
notestepup :: B40 → B40 → Bool
notestepup n1 n2 = case ((forty2Seven n1) ‘b7Interval ‘ (forty2Seven n2)) of
1 →True
otherwise →False
notestepdown :: B40 → B40 → Bool
notestepdown n1 n2 = notestepup n2 n1
chordstepdown :: Crd → Crd → Bool
chordstepdown c1 c2 = cMapAny c1 c2 notestepdown
seqstepdown :: Seq − > Bool
seqstepdown [] = True
seqstepdown s@(c : cs)
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| (chordstepdown c (head cs)) == True =(seqstepup (tail cs))
| otherwise =False
bind :: Parser a → (a → Parser b) → Parser b
p ‘bind ‘ f = λ inp → concat [f v inp′ | (v , inp′) ← p inp]
A.2 Additional funtions for Chapter 6
tripletnote :: Parser Seq
tripletnote =noteitem ‘bind ‘ λ x →
noteitem ‘bind ‘ λ y →
notescan ‘bind ‘ λ z →
always ([x ] : [y ] : [[z ]])
pedalBin seq | (length seq) > 2 = chordpedal (seq !!0) (seq !!2)
| otherwise = False
chordpedal c1 c2 =cMapAny c1 c2
notepedal notepedal n1 n2 =n1 ‘nexact ‘ n2
A.3 Additional funtions for Chapter 7
mlex :: [(Parser Seq , String)] → Parser [Token]
mlex =many .(foldr op never)
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many :: Parser a → Parser [a]
many p =(some p) ‘choice‘ always []
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Appendix B
Computing Environment
The initial researh fot this work was oompleted on a omputing plaform on-
siting of an Intel Pentium II 233, 192MB RAM, running Debian GNU/Linux
Testing release. All typesetting was undertaken using L
Y
X, BibT
E
X, L
A
T
E
X and
lilypond-book.
Software versions at time of rst submission:
GNU Lilypond version 2.4.5
Denemo version 0.7.3 beta 2
GHC version 6.4
HaXml version 1.13
Software versions at time of nal submission:
GNU Lilypond version 2.10.33
Denemo version 0.7.7
GHC version 6.8.2
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